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Council:RevisingActivity·
Fee, Disciplinary Code

(See Plans, p. 9).
Last Monday Father Rector', . 'wHi iisO' 1Iicluoe an' exp13muion
James Fitzgerald, 'S.J., gave ap-,
possible future development of:
of the purpcise behind the code
proval.for the student body to vote
the University. The photograph,
as an edUcational devise.
on the St,udent Council ConstituDavidson also stated that the
was made from· a four by nine'
tion ,today. The Deans also disfoot table' top relief map in Beldi::;ciplinary code would not be
cussed with Council members · voted on tomorrow with the main
larmine Hall
the disciplinary code and the acbody of the constituion, but will .
These plans, it should be
tivities fee early last week.
: seek approval through the prostressed, are for future develop-,
,., Council Pre~dent Davison anposed Legislative' Branch of the'
ment as indicated bypresent con. ditions. They are neither definite
nounced that the Deans had-found
Government.
. The Deans rejected the Counnor tight, and may be changect if
the disciplinary code agreeable
future conditions warrant•.
cil's proposal of a $15.00 per
in essence, btlt it required more.
As they now stand there are
integration .with the student Hand- ' semester activity:fee and asked:
fifteen new buildings scheduled
book. This will make the code
for more specific statistics'from I
to be erected. Twoofthesebuildeach club· before approval. The
Wightly more specific. The code
·Council plans to obtain from
ings will start this fall, the Stu.determines the areas of student
each club aprojectedbudgetfrom
dent Center, which will be
,jUdicial concern and categorizes
situated directly across from Ca- 'these areas into grave, major,
which the Council could obtain a
nisius, next to the parking area,
and minor offenses. The,code also - more discreet approximation of
and a new dormitory, directlybe- I provides for a corresponding' the amount of money needed.
.JIM MAJORIS AND MRS. vIRA -MEYERs
showed in
hind Loyola.
Dayidson said that he roped to
~l1matic moment in a recent rehearsal of "Macbeth."
.
punishment for each· category•
A Science BUilding, which may
•
HO'Yever i it does allow for some' give lach club its bUdget and'
be started in a year or two, will
possiDly realize a surplus. The
interpretation of the pUnishment
probably be put behind Canisius,
Board of Trustees will be the
within each category. The cod~
and will be the second in a profinal judge of the amOunt of the
posed complex of four classroo:n
~ee, not the ~vernment or the
buildings and a chapel
Student Body. The' aliQcation of,
Two more dormitory buildings,
the, money will be l~ to the·
'Government.
'
"
'wilf go behind the one that is
being started in the fall, in line '
Davidson also 'mentioned that
.. is-entertaJ,nmeirt the 'purpose' .. weu'wiihone or two 'minor adap- . with Gonzaga and Campion, com·some operational changes were
tations such as the use of
'of· the theatre? If it is, the Fairpleting the six dorm COIDIHex.
made in the Constitution. How-.
field University Drama Society's
"blades" instead.of Swords.
.:ever. no major changes were'
Four more dorms are hazily
spring production of Macbeth·
Another diversion from usual
Harry Rissetto and Joe Colmade. Some of these are that the
situated in the land behind the
I lins have announced that Sen.
Frosh Government elections will .
amply fulfills this purpose. The . production techJliques will be the
pond. These could befot' students
take place 5 or 6 weeks after
Thomas Dodd will be the guest
play will be presented "Western
introduction of folk songsopopuof another sex, if conditions at the
speaker at the Communion Bru,nch' .' arrival rather than 3 weeks; thestyle" with l'E!D gallon hats and
lar today as a means of exprestime warrant it~ (With a good
high boots in place of tights and
sion. This is handled in a way
referendum _ recall petition by,
number of quality girls schools ' of the Doew~ F.ellt1val OIl
which adds to the plot without
tunics•. One of the reasons for
, ,the students must be approved by
in the area, chances are slim
this change is the fae<t that the
taking away from the tradition of for this event in the near future.)
the two-thirds majority of the,
"Little Theatre" is little and
Shakespearian language and atThere is also an administra~
Legislature also;. the President's
physical characteristics such as
mosphere. There will be a curtio:a building next to the Student
,:extra - curricular activities' I
bony knees' (if there be 'any) will
tain call before the show begins
,qualificat;ions were clarified.
Center, and alsoaproposedaddibe a distraction in tights whereas well as the customary one at .tion to the faculty residences at
as western dress will hide them. , the finale for the purpose of in- . Bellarmine.
More important is the fact of the
universality of the cowboy cos(See MACBETH, page 8)
tume. It is recognized the world
over because the cowboys of Ar - .
gentina are basically dressed the
same as those of Texas or New
. Miss Rheingold 1964, Celeste I
; Mexico. The result is a familiar'
Yarnall, is to crown the Dogwood'
feeling with the actors which
Festival Queen. Miss Yarnall
draws our attention. The. plot,
win perform the ceremonies at
: characters, dialogue and events
the Friday Night Formal at the
all. fit into the new setting very
Longshore
coootry Club in West-'
by Gilbert Cass
weekends in one and looks forport.
Zenter's~'top flight 16 piece' ward to having everyone attend
. The Queen will be selected
as many events as possible.
band, a beach party by starlight
from the five finalists ~y a panel ~
For
Seniors
and
their
dates
and a picnic are the scheduled
.01 judges consisting 01.member~_
the long weekend begins Thursattractions for the 1964 versH:m.of
day, June 4, at the Longshore
Senior Week which commences on
:SEN. T~ -DOnn, (D-CONN)
June 3 with Senior-Facutly Day' Country Club with a Formal
Dance featuring the lively band of'
and ends officially with' another
Sen. Dodd has favored strlct'
Junior Class President Mat-' long-awaited Commencement on
Si Zenter, one of the biggest·'
foreign relations with Russia,
thew DeLuca has announced the
names in the dance band field•
.....
)'.J~a.
yet he did vote for President I
appointment
of Vincent R.
Remembered by pop music listKennedy's Nuclear Test Ban
.D' Alessandro, Jr. as Editor and
,.ners for his recording on the
Treaty. Domestically, Senator
Chief of the 1965 yearbook.
Liberty label of "Up A Lazy
Dodd has favored labor's position
He was chosen by a vote of
River" Zenter has been assoin Senate debates and is also a·
the class officers. DeLuca said
ciated with the big band sound
staunch supporter of the Civil.
"his ideas for radical change
since 1939 when he played lead
Rights
Bill now pending in Con- '
'impressed the officers very
trombone
for Les Brown.
gress. His varied position on
mUCh. His realization that senThrough the years he has been
key issues has earned him the
·ior photos should be formalized
featured with Harry James, Billy
label of a controversial Senator.
· seems to be an indication of the·
May, Artie Shaw, Glen Gray and
·The Senior Senator from Conn· high calibre of the work that will
Woody Herman. Today his own
ecticut received his Ph.D. from
be coming from the '65 staff of .
band . retains that distinctively
Providence College and his LLB
the yearbook.
danceable big band sound blended
from Yale Law Schoo!. After
"The only thing thatre-mains'
with Zenter's own brand offreshthat he received his LLD. from
for our class to do is to give
ness. For dancing and listening
Rollins College.
Mr. D' Alessandro the support
th~ __ ~vening promises to be the
Senator' Dodd has served his
that he will most definitely neeg." ,
most successful in Ule -Iifstory of
country in numerous capacities.·
Tomorrow is the last day for'
the annual Senior Weeks.
applications for editorships•.
Friday night makes use of a . He has performed various functions for the Justice Department
From the list of applicants, in~
CELESTE YARNALL
popular new idea on campus:
and Department of the Interior.
terviews will be assigned and
.that is the beach party by starMiss Reh~ngold 1964
After World War II, he was the:
editors will be chosen. Some
light until the early hours of the
of
the
faculty. These five f1nalChief Trial Assistant to Robert ,
of the ..available positions are·
"day. still in the planning stage,
ists will be determined by a
H.
Jackson
in
Nuremberg.
Assistant· Editor, Literary Edi- .
;the evening will bring one of
From 1953::.-Q7 Mr. Dodd was : vote of the entire student body.
tor, Layout Editor, Photo EdiFairfield's favorite rock· and roll
Miss Yarnall, a stunning, bluethe representative from the First'
SI ZENTER'.
tor, and Sports Editor.
dance bands with its familar
eyed, fh'e-foot, six-inch model,
Congressional District. In 1959
D'Alessandro is in A.B.
Each, year the commitree-;-- sound that adds up to a sensais the twenty-fifth holder of the
the Senator made his bid for the
Classical, majoring in French.
headed for '64' by Jim Curtin,
tiona:! time.
title. The annual contest is secU.
S.
Senate
and
has
retained
He has worked on the Mannor,
plans this round of pre-graduaSaturday'-inarks'the beginning
ond only to the U.S. Presiden-.
.
on the Photography staff, and
tion social events exclusively for
of the two weekends in one being , his seat since then.
tial election in the number of,
The
Mass
will
begin
at
10:
30
,was Editor and Chief of the
Seniors at the lowest possible
p~anned.
Par e n t s ' weekend
votes cast.
and a catered brunch will follow
STAG. As a sophomore he served
,price. The complete price will
in Berchman's hall (with the Senas Deputy Grand Knight of the
(See Sell' Week p. 8)
be published very soon. This year .
(See .RHEINGOLD, page 9)
ator as speaker).
K. of C.
'the committe~ .has planned two.

-_.The 'abovepla~ iepiesentSthe ,

are

ci8PtdiDI a.

Drama Society Presents

,~acbeth Western Style

Dodd To Address'
Festival Brunch·

ilia,..

,Miss,Rhei.~gold"

Si Zenter Featured
At Senior Week

j

D'Aless.andro·
New Editor

sf

Crowns

Q~en'
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FACULTY PERSONAI:ITY
A ,Fairfield graduate who returned to teach, Dr. John E.
Kliinas, Associate Professor of
Biology, has been with the department for six years. He r~
ceived his B.S. here in 1953, and
then received his Masters from
B.C. and his Doctorate from
State University of Iowa. He is
married and has three children.
Like other members of the
SCience Department, he is looking forward to the day when the
SCience Building will be completed. "The facilities are now
crowded and the new bUilding will
be mucb more ,COIlveoient."

Dr. JOHN KLIMAS
Biology
When asked about the placing
of more emphasis on the Biology
Majors, he said that it would give
the student a better overview of
the filed of BioJogy. "Now if a
student comes here interested in
medicine and after a few months
decides that the medical profession is not for him, he is usually
at a loss as to what to do. This

new emphasis should show the
student the possibilities in the
field of Biology."
'
The Biology Department, he
thinks, is much improved since
he graduated. "New courses, and
the opportunity to take all necessary courses are now avail. able. With the new bUilding the
cramped and sometimes inconyeJUent
conditions will be
alleViated."
One of the things Dr. Klimas
wonders about is the empty parking lot in front of the dorms on
weekends. "The weekend is a
time when students can catch up
on their stUdies, but it seems
, many students are just gone." ,
Dr. Klimas also took the opportunity to discuss a condition
that disturbs him, cheating.'
"This simply reflects the immaturity of the stUdents." He
remembers the time when he was
here, a time when there were
many veterans, and the students
took care of the problem themselves, straightening out anyone
who had gone astray. "Aneducation is an investment in time'
and money. If one figures the
money spent in tutition and board,
and the money that could be
earned by working four years, it
amounts to about $25,000. To have
this jeopardized by some cheater
is fantastic, and doing something
about cheating protects ones investment." He thinks a good
teacher can stop a lot of it, and
he remembers one of his professors saying "a good proctor
keeps an honest man honest...
He thinks that the University
has tremendous potential, and
thinks that this is reflected in the
number of young~r men on the
faculty. "The teachers here have
a great deal of freedom, which
is conducive to work." Looking
back to when he graduated Dr.
Klimas said that the growth has
been tremendoUS, and he hopes it
will keep pn.

Y Dems Elect

'McDonald
James McDonald, aSophomore
from stratford, Conn. majoring in
Economics, was elected President of the Fairfield University
Young Democrats in a closely
contested race last Wednesday.
McDonald won out by a vote of
26-20 over Jack Gardner, class
of '65.
'
In the voting for other offices,
Joseph Ploszay '65 captured the
Vice-Presidency; David Bannon
'66 was named Secretary; George
Deren '67 was elected Treasurer;
and Leo Paquette '65 and Jack
Gardner '65 were designated
Delegates to the state Executive
Board. Following these elections
a slate of Delegates to the state
Young Democratic Convention,to
be held in Bridgeport April 17 and
18, was elected.
Mr. Gilroy Daly of Fairfield,
a candidate for the Democratic
nomination to the U.S. House of
Representatives from the fourth
congressional district of Connecticut, also addressed the club at
this meeting. Mr. Daly defended
his views as a proponent of·the
legislative
Kennedy-Johnson
program, and chalenged the record of the Republican incumbant
Abner Sibal, of this district. Following his talk candidate Daly
answered questions fr'om club
members.
The Young' Democrats will
meet today to formulate final
plans for the state convention this
weekend. The meeting will be at
'3:10 P.M. in Canisius 102.

The Bridgeport Area Tuberculosis Association, Inc., 3874 Main
Street, will conduct its annual
spring chest X-ray survey April
14 to May 1 with mobile units
setting up at various locations in
Brdigeport and surrounding communities.
The mobile schedule will be as·
follows:
Bridgeport-April 14, 10 a.m.4 p.m., YWCA, Elm and Broad"
Streets.
.
Easton-April 16, 10 a.m.-4
p.m., Samuel staples School,
Center Road, Easton.
Fairfield-April 30, 10 a.m.6 p.m., Sherman School Green,
Post and Reef Roads, Fairfield;
May 1, 1-10 p.m., Fairway Beef
company, 1968 Black Rock Turnpike, Fairfield, and May 2, 10,
a.Ill.-6 p.m., Grand Union, Fairfield Shopping Center, Post and
South Benson Roads.
Stratford - April 27, Noon9 p.m., Grandway, Inc., 790 Barnum Avenue Cutoff, Stratford,
and April 28, Noon - 9 p.m.,
Grandway, Inc., 790 Barnum Avenue Cutoff, strafford.
Trumbull-April 17, 1 p.rn.10 p.m., E.J. Korvette's, Trumbull Shopping Park, Main street,
Trumbull, and AlJril 18, 10 a.m.10 p.m., E.J. Korvette's, Trumbull Shopping Park.
No appointment is required,
and anyone age 15 or over is
eligible for a chest X-ray. The
fee is 50 cents.

COIN OPERATED

20e Wash -

•

Berdyaev's Existentialism
Aired By ~rof. Phillips
Professor Phillips stated that
man gains little certainty from
Existential philosophy, and that'
its emphasis is on thE) subject
rather than the object.
"Berdayaey
Nicholas Berdayaev was
"brought up in a middle-class atmosphere without religious influence.
His life was one o~
rebellion. The Czarist government sent him to exile in Siberia, '
but the only lesson he learned,
there was the one taught by the
Socialists. In 1900 he pUblished·
his first book, and later joined
the Russian Orthodox church with
the purpose of fighting its reactionary tendencies.
When the Bolsheviks took over,
the "Mystical Anarchist" wasn't
appreciated, and he was exiled
from his beloved Russia. He first
went to Berlin, and then.to Paris.
All his subsequent tracl:s were
written in French.
His works are written in a
non-systematic, brightly disorganized fashion.
Classified
as a "Personalist," Berdayaev
stresses the importance of freedom and the free spirit. His
'works are not abstract, as opposed to the philosophy of HegeL
He had a tremendous sense
of the value of the person, as
witnessed in his statement that
"murder is the only crime."

The aspects of Nicholas Berda"yaev's Existentialism was the,
topic of Professor Rilla Phillips' Bellarmine lecture 0:1 April
6•

In the first part of the lecture,
Miss Phillips gave background
on the existential movement and
its ideas. "It is an Occidental
phenomenon. Some people have
linked its thought with that of
Zen~Buddhism. In it nothing is
told to the person, rather something is elicited from him.
"For each Existentialist philosopher, his deflnition is different, and his definition is his
philosophy.
Existential questions for one person may not be
for another. The subjective manner of approach is what sets off
existentialism.
"Many people say that ExIstentialism is anti-science. Instead,
it is a ddfense of science in its
proper postion. It is against
scientism, against an idolatrism
toward science. Human reality
and knowing must go outside of
the scientific field.
"Existentialism tries to find
another meditation of human
problems. 'It admits present
methods of knowing, but opens
up other avenues. Man requires
another authority than science
to enlighten us about problems
which it cannot answer itself.",

RILLA PHILLIPS
. CBerdayaev's concept of the'
world is that its progression is
in three different stages. The
first was the wholeness of Paradise the second and present one
-is that we are works of the objectified wO!ld. The final stage
is that of super-conscious wholeness beyond good and evil and a
freedom of the spirit.
In short, his central theme is
of man's freedom in the objectified world.
The last Pllilosophy lecture
will be in the first week of May,
when P'rofessor Robert Pollack
will air the ideas of Christian
Humanism.

Annual X-Ray
SurVey April 14

JIFFY LAUNDROMAT
Open 24 Hrs. -

April 15, 1964

7 Days a Week

tOe Dry

located directly behind A"&P liquor store on
THE POST ROAD. FAIRFIELD. CONN.
CLearwater 9-9082

SchOOl'S Out.
Right now, graduation seems way off in the
wild blue yonder. But it's not too early to start
planning. In the future, you'll look back on
decisions you make today with satisfaction ...
:or regret.
What can an Air Force career mean to you in
tangible gain? The opportunity to take on ex,
ecutive responsibilities you might otherwise
wait years to attain. And a head-start into one
of a wide range of possible careers in the
exciting Aerospace Age.
As an Air Force officer, for exam Ie ou ma be fl in a su-

personic jet... helping to keep America's
guard up. Or you may be in an Air Force
laboratory, working to solve an intricate scientific or technological problem.
Doing jobs like these, you can. hold your head
high. In addition to, being essential to your
country, they're the beginnings of a profession of dignity and purpose.
For more information, see the Professor of
Air Science:
If there is no AFROTC unit on your campus, contact your nearest Air
Force recruiter.
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Horvath, Lechus Win
Many Scholarships

Social Science
The topics for Fairfield University's day long seminar April.
22, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., devoted'to
clarifying terms used by behavioral scientists, were announced today by ProfeSSOr Gordon J. DiRenzo of the Sociology
faculty.
The sessions in Gonzaga Hall on the Fairfield (Conn.)
campus are free to the public.
Dr. Talcott Parsons, professor
of Sociology at Harvard Univer·sity will treat of "The Concept
of Social System as a Theoretical Device." Dr. Parsons was
educated at Amherst College and
received his Ph.D. in 1927 from
the University of Heidelberg. He
has· taught at Harvard since 1927
and became professor -of Sociology in 1944. During World War
II he was on the staff of the
Harvard University School for
Overseas Administration and
from 1944-46 was a consultant
to the Foreign Economic Administration.
He is a Fellow in
the American Adademy of Arts
and Sciences, a member of the
American Sociological Society
(president, 1949); the American
Philosophical Society and a former president of the Eastern
Sociological Society. Among the
many books he has written are:
The Social System, (1951), and
Structure and Process in Modern
Societies (1959). He is co-author of Economy and Society
I (1956),
and co-editor of Theories of Society (1961).
.
Dr. Musafer Sherif, research
professor of Psychology at the

Another first for Fairfield University was brought in last week
by John Horvath '64. The government of Germany awarded the
Woodrow Wilson winner a grant which enables him to study language
.and literature at a German university.
Described as ,a "good grant," it covers complete transportation,
tuition, r.oom and board plus a $100 per month stipend. The value,
no includin~ transportation is $2,000. Although this offer is inviting, John has been advised to accept the Woodrow Wilson endowment because it carries much .
,_.
more prestige in the U.S. than
Tech, Purdue, st. Louis U., and
the German grant. However,
Georgetown have notified him of
the German scholarship offers
fellowships while assistantships
the advantage of study in a
await him at Fordham and Illiforeign country. It is expected
nois. John Lechus has a problem
that he will accept the first
many of us wouldn't mind sharallowance and ask the German
ing, indecision; but it seems to
government to postopone his
be between Virginia and Purdue
stUdy there until the following
unless,
of
course, Brown
year, since his <;hances for.
answers. Then What, John? Mr.
this reservation will be very
Lechus lives in Ansonia, Conn.
good after completing the Wiland attended Notre-Dame high
son studies and surely the West
school. He is a member of the
German government realizes
physics club and the honors prothat he will be excellent "propgram in math which is a .free
. an "
(and very difficult) course in advanced math.
The following men are those on
. record with Fr. Varnerin for receiving scholarships to date:
Robert Anderson, Noel Balthasar, John Bradford, Joseph
Breen, Peter Bryg, Michael Curley, Thomas De Tullio, Fred DiBattista, Robert Dillon, George
Donahue, Kevin Dorsey, Kevin
Ecclesine,. John Empoliti, John
Horvath, Peter Jones, John LechUs, steven Mango, Roger Nelson, Thomas Nycz, James O'Connor, Frank Palmieri, Paul Scott,
Victor Smilgin, Michael Smith,
Thomas Sullivan.
Father Varnerin is planning a
small reception for these men
with the president of Fairfield,
Fr. Fitzgerald, S.J. If anyone
as received notice of agraduate
The National Catholic Guidance
rant and is not noted above, or
Conference presented an award
1s notified later in the year,
this week at its annual meeting
please see Fr. Varnerin or Dr.
JOHN LECHUS '64
in San Francisco to Professor
Pitt.
Our. language department has
Vincent M. Murphy of Fairfield
had more than its share of awards.
University for his contributions
I inclUding
Fulbrights to Latin
to the development of guidance
America and grants to many
work. The award cited in particucountries, but this year it has
lar his 'editoriship ofthe Catholic
been crowned with two "firsts".
Counselor magazine and his efThe recognition from Germany
forts towards professional deis considered rare not only here
velopment in the fields of
at Fairfield, but many teachers
guidance and counseling. Nine- .
The
U.S.
Marine
Corps
officer
from other area colleges have
hundred members attended the
selection team will visit this
remarked about it. Dr. McDonald,
'aDIlual
meet1Dg.
campus 0:1 the 16th of April
the Fulbright advisor and pro1964.
Marine
officers
will
be
here
fessor here at the university exto interview interested students
plains it simply by saying that
for
both the ground and air ofwe have "boys with brains".
ficer
training programs. These:
It has been a "big year" in
programs are:
all the departments as far as
PLATOON LEADERS CLASS:
graduate endowments go. John
Consisting
of two-six week trainLechus '64, a physics major
ing periods at Quantico, Virginia
residing with the boys in Camduring the summer. There are no
pion Hall, has received offers
military drills, classes or other
totalling $20,000. Virginia Poly
activities during the regular
school year. Candidates are commissioned upon graduation from
college. The active duty obligation is three years for ground
officers and four and one half
years for pilo~s. Freshmen,
sophomores and juniors are eligible to apply for this program.
Dr. Charles P. Karazulas is
Officer Candidate Course moderator of the new,ly organized
Aviation
Officers Candidate
Pre-Dental Club at Fairfield UniCourse: open to seniors. OCC and
veristy. Karazulas, who pracACC training is conducted after
tices and resides at 2595 Park
graduation at Quantico, Virginia
Avenue, Bridgeport, is a graduate
and lasts ten weeks. Successful
Dr. V. MURPHY
of Fairfield University and re,candidates
are then comceived his D.D.S. from Temple
Murphy
is' Assistant Professor
missioned. AOC's report to PenUniversity Dental School.
of Psychology and Assistant Disacola, Florida for flight trainClub activities initiated by the
rector of Psychological Services
ing. OCC's remain at Quantico
new moderator include: Field
at the University. He holds the
for further training.
trips to dental schools, films on
Bachelor's degree from ColumThe visiting officer selection
dental topics, a visiting lect~re
bia University and his advanced
team will furnish full details on
program, a preparation program
degrees from Fordham Unithese programs furing their visit, .
for the dental aptitude test, and
versity. Murphy has worked as
including eligibility requirelectures on dental fields by area
a psychologist at ~ew ¥or:k's .
ments and how to initiate applidentists.
cations.
(See MURPHY, page 9)
The club will hear Dr. William
Kwochka, D.D.S., April 8 at 8:00
P.M. in the Biology Laboratory,
Xavier Hall, on the University
carppus. Dr. Kwochka, whose
practice is. in stamford, will
speak on "Oral Manifem:ationsof
for
Systemic Disorders." A graduate
of Temple University, he has a
NEW 5'64 directory lists 20,000 summer job
background of Oral Surgery and
openings in 50 states. MALE or FEMALE. UnGeneral Anesthesia.

Dr. Murphy
Given Award

Marine Corps
Visits Campus

Local Dentist
Club Moderator

Sp~akers Announce

Topics

University of Oklahoma will
University, will treat of "Conhandle the topic "Theoretical. ceptualization and Empirical ReAnalysis of Individual Group Re- _ search in Sociology." Born in
. lations in a Social Situation."
Vienna, he was educated at the,
Dr. Sherif is recognized as one
University of Vienna, where he
of the world's leading social
received his Ph.D. in Mathematpsychologists. Born in Turkey,
ics. He came to the U.S. in
he has a B.A. degree from the
1933 on a travelling Rockefeller
American International Academy
Foundation Fellowship and has
at Izmir, Turkey, M.A. degrees
remained here since then. He
from the University of Istanbul
joined ·the Columbia University
and Harvard and a Ph.D. from
faculty in 1940 and was chairColumbia. In 1944, when he was
man of the Department of Soprofessor of Psychology at Anciology,for 10 years until he rekara University, he was invited
linquished the post in 1961. He
to continue his work in the U.S.
has been appointed to the Uni-:
as a research fellow of the U.S.
versity's new chair of Quetelet
State Department. Since then he
Professor of Social Sciences,
has done research and has taught
named for Adolphe Quetelet, a
in this country. In 1949 he joined
19th Century Belgian who origithe faculty of the University of
nated the idea of applying mathOklahoma where, in addition to
ematical principles to sociologiteaching, he has conducted recal problems and by so doing
search on problems of predictformulated the theory oithe "aving interpersonal relations, in'erage man," He founded Columsecu~ity and group relations. Dr.
bia's Bureau of Applied Social
Sherif has collaborated with his
Research and has -written or
wife, Dr. Caroly W. Sherif, a
collaborated on more than 20
research associate of the Instibooks.
tute of Group Relations and an
Dr. Daniel J. Levinson, Diassociate professor of Sociology,
rector of the Center. for Socioon many publications, their -latest'
psychological Research at the
being "Reference Groups: ExHarvard Medical School will treat
ploration into Conformity and
the topic ·"Intraception: EvoluDeviation of Adolescents." (Feb. : tion of a Concept." Educated at
1964). Dr. Sherif is a member
U.C.L.A. and the University of
of Sigma Xi, the American SoCalifor!!!a, he has held many
ciological Association, the Soposts, including: Lecturer at
ciety for the Psychological Study, the University of California and
of Social Issues and the Society
Visiting Lecturer in Psychology I
for ..1pplierl Anthropojogy. He
at Bran&eis University. He is .
is an honorary member of the
alsoDirector of SociopsycholoAmerican Orthopsychiatric Asgieal research at the Massachusociation.
setts Mental Health Center. He
Dr.' Paul Lazarsfeld, professor of Sociology at Columbia
(See TOPICS. page 9),'"

Martineau To' Head Key;
Amendment On Grades
Williapl Martineau '65 was
elected president of the Cardinal
Key Society at a meeting last
Monday night. Presiding with
him next year will be Tom Londregan '66 in the position of
vice president, William Graziadei '65 as secretary and Gerry
Norton '65 as treasurer.
ThE!se men were elected at
the second meeting of a "double
header." The reason for the
two meetings in one night was
to propose a new amendment,
and adopt it into the constitution during a limited' time interval. According to procedure,
the amendment must be proposed at one meeting and then
adopted. at another. The first
sitting ~ was taken up with piscussion concerning explulsion vs.
non-expulsion from the Key. The
grounds for expulsion based upon
absences was consi<iered, and a
motion which required excuses
from meetings to be written and
given in to the president was
adopted. This will enable the

officers to keep an accurate record and avoid confusion when a
member is brought up for ipso
facto expulsion as a result of
his disinterest.
Under the present .ruling, a
member with three unexcused
absences is automatically out
of the Key and is notified accordingly.
He is allowed to
present- a defense to the Society which in turn decides to
either vote ijim back in (by a
two-thirds vote) or confirm the
first ruling. At this meeting,
four members were cited as
being ipso facto out 01 me U1ganization and one of them was
present to offer a defense upon .
which a vote was taken and he
was . reinstated.
Three - other
men will be notified and' action
will be taken.
As another basis for expulsion, the 75% average stipulation was discussed with a new
amendment to the. constitution
being proposed.

STUDENTS

ARNOLD'S.
PRESCRIPTIONS
SUPPLIES
SUNDRY NEEDS
FAIRFIELD SHOPPING
CENTER

precedented research for students includes exact
pay rates and job details. Names employers and
their addresses for hiring in industry, summer
camps, national parks, resorts, etc., etc., e~c.
Hurry!! jobs fi lied early. Send two dollars. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send to: Summer Jobs Directory-Po O. Box 13593-Phoenix, Arizona.

FAIRFIELD OFFICE
784 VilLA AVE., COR KINGS HIGHWAY

OPEN
FRIDAYS

ECHANICS
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VOTE TOMORROW
Tomorrow, whether or not we,
, realize it, is a pivotal date in student
history at Fairfield.
Much discussion and little activity
has surrounded the relatively quiet
case of the Student Council Constitution. Everyone seems willing to
talk about it, but few have carried
formal objections to the Council, or
offered a concrete list of its advan, tages. All this, blended with a series
of chaotic meetings and reports, adds
up to unconsciousness as to what is
happening.
The STAG, due to distortion in
communication and poor news handling, t.wice printed reports that one
administrator and the Rector had approved the Constitution. What these
men approve, in reality, is the election
in which students will decide for
themselves what merit the Constitution ,may have. Although these men
like the document and understand the
desire for a change, they are not irrevocably certain that it can be well
handled. This is a vital point because
it could lead to a discovery ,that it is
perhaps too early for a vote.
In the past articles and editorials
printed on these pages have been intended to report what actually went
on at Student Council meetings and
to i'nterpreot those actions in the light
of the confusion which surrounded
. them. The result of this' was that
the Counci>l took up a defensive position and failed to see suggestions in
the proper manner; taking them
rather as atta~ks upon the validity

I

LETTERS TO THE lED/TOR

. A LIST OF ERRORS
To The Editor:
The constitution proposed for approval
on Thursday, April 16, as published inthe
March 11, 1964 STAG, iseasiiy the most
ill conceived and ineptly executed documents I have ever seen. It is unworthy of
a pedagogical chickencoop, much less "the
college of arts and sciences." The following list of errors, problems, omissions,
and general stupidities should make this
eminently clear even to the fecuned minds
of the Student Council.
1. The vice presidentc;m never become
president. The president MUST be a
SENIOR and the vice president MUST be
a JUNIOR.
2. There is no provision for ,an annual
election. If an election is held, the constitution provides that it must be held in
April or May - but there is nothing saying that an election must be held. Consequently, if the officers decide not to hold
an election, they can stay in power even,
unto death.
3. The number of representatives a c las s
can have is based on the number of stu,dents it had in its freshman year rather
than the number of students it actually has.
4. The first election would be entirely
controlled by the Student Council (Bless
their dear, little apron strings).
5. The follOWing terms are used frequen'tIy but left undefined: " social •••
actiVity," "major .... activity," "minor
••• activity," "cardinal ••• activity,"" Association," "Student Association" (an organization surely distinct from the "student Body" which' is called the "electorate" -, unless, perhaps, the "Student
Association" and the "Student Body" are
really the same, thing. I don't know and
neither, I suspect, does the Student Council.), "student community," and to nicely
top this semantic miasma "Diciplinary
Code."
6. ALL clubs (excepting, of course, the
Sodality) including the elusive and secretive Knights of Columbus must -submit
signed statements' of activities and finances. (I've a;!ways wondered what,they
did for their Third Degree.)
7. "Fully enrolled" students are mentioned. Either you are enrolled (absolutely
and unequivicaily) or you are not.
8. There is no clear statement that
the Student Government receives its
powers, rights, and duties, from the stu, dents - if indeed it does.
9. Finally, the President of Fairfield
University NEVER approved th~sconsti
tution despite the Student Council's hopeful
statement, "During the Easter vacation
Father Rector officially approved the proposed form of the Student Gover!1~en!-"

,

of the Constitution. Perliaps, too,
another result of this, was the relative
indolence of the students on the subject. 39 of the 700 questionnaires
released last week were answered.
Figures of this sort are not, of
course, inaccurate. It is interesting that' the questionnaires stirred
very little conversation and leaves us
with the feeling that perhaps no one
really cares or knows enough to take
part in discussion.
The voting procedure, the various
reports made to classes on the subject, the failure to compose a disciplinary code, and the aura of confusion surrounding the meetings have
all come under attack from various
students. It appears to be a 'document
with a thousand antagonisms attached to it, and one not worthy of vote.
Yet, overlooking all of this: Isn't
the constitution a good idea? That
is, if it proved itself workable under'
the circumstances of Fairfield University wouldn't this make a ratification
worthwhile?
These questions shift the emphasis
of the problem from the document
itself to another, and perhaps more
important area. Consider a situation:
the question on tomorrow's ballot is
changed from a query as to your
stand on merit of the three branch
government to another question that
might run : "Would you be willing
to serve as a student government
representative next year in our threebranch system?" An affirmative answer would involve you in upwards

I

(From a piece of junk mail foisted on the
"Student Body") Father Rector merely
allowed students the privilage of voting on
the constitution. But then, by this time
we all know that the Student Council
doesn't mow - or refuses to recognize
- its ear from its elbow.
Fairfield needs a constitution and it will
be a shame to see this one rejected because of the call 0 us and inexcusable
stupidities it contains. It should be withdrawn and reVised.
Sincerely
J.Richard Mari '67

I

,~. '1
'

'

I
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of 7 to 10 hours a week. These hours
are spent during the day, during the
evening' and late night determining
policies, filling out forms, running
between dorms, writing reports, and
explaining your action or position on
such and such a matter. Anyone who
has taken active part in any major
activity on campus knows what a
gruelling experience it can be, and
just how much time-budgeting it requires. Such activity is always fruitful; often harrowing. The editors of
this newspaper may devote as many
as 40 hours a week to a single publication, and the student council president could easily match them in time
consumed. '
,'fhe STAG, therefore, approves
the Constitution while it has its

reservations about the vote. The,
new constitution is ours for the asking as of tomorrow morning. Unless
we consider our anticipated role in
the new government, however, we
shall not have it for too long. If you
believe it is a worthwhae experience
for you then vote in favor of the
document. If you vote yes with no
plan to help put the program to
work, you may be wasting somebody's time. The time devoted to the
drafting of the constituion has not
been wasted. It has been a competent
investigation into the nature of student life. A failure to ratify the constitution tomorrow wiiJI lJ,oint to mistakes to be avoided in future endeavors. Certainly, the time has not been
spent in vain.

FINlsTER RETURNS
To The Editor:
We are happy to announce that Mr.
Bill Finister, a returned' Peace Corps
Volunteer to the Philippines, will be on
your campus, May 4 and 5, 1964.
Mr. Finister will be available for a
per sonal interView. His schedule is being
arranged by the Peace Corps Liaison,
Mr. Robert K. Griffin, Director of Placement.
Sincerely,
James D. Lay
Special Assistant
Division of R~ruiting

Published bi-weekly by Students of Fairfield University during regular university year.
except during holiday and examination periods. The subscription rate is two dollars and
fifty cents per year: address - &Ix 913, Campion Hall
Represented for National Advertising by
National Advertising service, Inc.
Office: Campion Hall 101-102. Phone 255-1011, Ext. 307 (Editor: 259-1947)

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
CLAUDE FRECHETTE

A DECISION
Dear Sir:
Much ado has been raised about the
proposed Constitution and the manner
of its presentation to the Student Body.
This writer in a previous letter to the
Stag condemned the Council for the method of its ratification. Voices have been
heard throughQ..ut the school taking issue
with various sections of the proposed
document. And perhaps these objections
are well taken.
But the fact that we do not have the
best Constitution is irrelevant at the
present time. We are not voting whether
or not we have the perfect body of law.
Rather, we are voting to determine whether we feel the proposed Constitution is
superior to the status quo.
If we· vote now and reject it we must
reconcile ourselves to at least another
year of impotent Student government.
If we vote yes, maybe we won't have
the best possible setup but at least we
will have one with considerable potential.
The choice in actuality is not between
two constitutions as some would have us
believe, but between the status quo and a
formal type of student government.
Sincerely
Harry Rissetto '65
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AED Members ToAttendConvention
Five members of the Univer'~
sities Connecticut Alpha Chapter
of Alpha Epsilon Delta, the International premedical honor society, will attend the National
Convention' at Lehigh University,
Bethlehem, Penn., April 16-18.
'The students are: seniors John
Clune, Robert Eagan, Paul Gar gano and Joseph Maturo, and junior William Richeimer.
Founded at the University of
Alabama in 1926, Alpha Epsiion
Delta is an international honor
society with a membership of
24,500 in 83 chapters throughout the United States. It is an
affiliated society of the Ameri-""
can Association for the Advancement of Science, an associate
member of the National Council
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for Education, as- well as the National Society for Medical Research, and is a member of the
Association of College Honor Socities. The chapter was installed
on this campus in 1962.
The business sessions of the
national convention will be held
,in Packard I:.aboratory on the Lehigh Campus, Thursday and Fri-'
day. The Convention Luncheon is
scheduled for Saturday noon,'
April 18th, when William Estes,
Jr., M.D., Emeritus' Trustee,
Lehigh University, a past presi-.
dent of the American College of
SUrgeons will address the group
after the National Officers have
made the awards bestowed bythe
convention on chapters for their
program of activities and attend-

familiar fables
DAVID S. AURANDT

ance at the national meeting. On
Saturdaf' morning premedical and
predental students and advisers
!rom colleges in the Pennsylvama ,
area and high< school students and
their guidance counselors' from
Betfllehem will join with members of the convention for a
Conference on Premedical Education. The theme of the conference is Medicine in the Next
Decade and speakers will include,
William A. Sodeman, M.D., Dean
and 'Vice-President for Medical
Affairs, The Jefferson Medical
College of Philadelphia; Cletus
Schwegman,
M.D., Associate
,Professor of Surgery, School of
Medicine, Univeristy of Pennsylvania; Rulon Rawson, M.D., Professor of Medicine, Cornell Uni- '
,versity Medical College; Rudolph
Friedrich, M.D., Director of Oral
Surgery, School of Dentistry, '
,College of Physicians and Sur- '
geons, Colu111bia University; and
Clarence Dennis, M.D., Chairman of the Department of Surgery, Downstate Medical Center,
State University of New York,
Brooklyn. ,

THE

ONION PATCH
LEO PAQUETTE
Let Silence Speak
Last issue's PATCH pleaded with the Student Council not to offer
us the poor alternatives of either approving a bureaucracy, or settling for our inadequate' government of the present. These pleas were
ignored.
The Council acted even more incompetently than usual. It even
acted illegally in one of the greatest fiascof? ever seen on the Fairfield campus. Council members admitted that they had not even read
the, Constitution upon which they were voting thoroughly enough to
answer objections to it. Only ahandfull of officers , four at most, have
any familiarity at all with the document, and even they aren't quite
sure what it means when questioned on certain points.
Despite all this, Ule Constitution has gone through the designated
channels, and will be voted Qnby the. students tomorrow. Thus the
student who wants to vote intelligently and in good faith is put on the
horns of a dilemma by his Council and its officers.
What counsel has the Onion Patch for its readers? I only know what
my own mind tells me. I cannot vote for a system that would re- ,
_quire a, minimum of 65 competent public servants, when we cannot'
even get 23 under the present system. I cannot condone the illegalities
of the Council by an affirmative vote. Nor can I say yes to ambiguity
and senseless verbiage.
'
. Yet I cannot turn down a system which in Us basic conception is
far superior to our present form. I cannot say no to such things as an'
activities fee. I cannot condone our present system of non-government.
The solution? Thanks to the Student Council (and the lack of interest
to some extent by the Student Body) there is none - except not to vote.
Since we ar¢-:not given the proper choice in tomorrow's referendum
the only thing to do is ignore it. Thilj is an unhappy but necessary
alternative. I urge each student who hassirriilar feelings to follow
this course.
' ,,
'
In the final analysis, of course, y~uwill'have to read the Constitution again and decide for yourself whether it would be wiser to vote
against it. M.aybe eyen' a few might favor it, despite everything.
If the Constitution should be approved, there is still a chance it may
work, but that will depend on the willingness of competent and dedicated students to run for office. The' greater measure of a student'
government's success will come not fror! its form but from who is
running it, and what support he has from the students. Ifuie Constitution should be approved, it is our duty not only to exist under it
but to lend it our every support. lf it is approved. '
.
'
But ;tS for me, I won't be voting tomorrow. Will you?,

NEWSWEEK of April 13 reports that Tufts University 'is gently
shaking Dr. Woodrow Wilson Sayre from its faculty. Dr. Sayre
is an assistant professor of philosophy, and if we are to judge by
.the student protests to this action by Tufts we must conclude that
he is 'just the kind of professor who should not be dismissed.
The Sociology of Religion will
NEWSWEEK continues to say thal the reason for tbe whole affair
be discussed by Social scientist
can be found in the old adage, "Publish or perisb." Dr. Sayre
Lyford Edwards today at 3: 15 p.m:
has not pr~uced any visible material in his field, so out be goes.
in Canisius 306.
He has not published so be will perish, and again it is of note
Having received his Ph.D. and
that the students. are in violent disagreement with this criterion
M.A. at the University of Chicago,
since they are the ones to best know the true value of a teacher
he attended Western Theologicalwith who~ ,they have come into personal and intense contact.
Seminary in Chicago. Next he
Students are the most critical of every aspect of a professor's
became curate of st. Johns
worth, and they are the first to say that he is no good at all even
Church in Staten Island, and then
if an objective look might not be so extreme. So wben Tuft's
rector of St. Mathews Church in
students rise 'up in protest against Dr. Sayre's heave hO it is more
Evanston, Illinois. He 'was also
than safe to assume that this is a man in whom they place a great ;
associate rector of Trinity
de~ . of worth.
.Unfortunately student judgement is not in any
, Church in Bridgeport, Conn.
** *
pOSItIon to determme the fate of their man, and I suppos.e one could
I hope all the folks out Wisconsin way are proud of their vote fol' '
He is also a member of Amersay that by the time the student reaches the heights'of administraican Sociological Society and A- . Governor Wallace. But you can be assured that the resultS would
tive post he has forgotten what a real teacher is. 'He now values
have been about the same here in Fairfield County, and evenif ~uch a
merican Academy of Political
the pro~essor not by what goes on in the classroom and in the
vote were taken at Fairfield University. A good many middle-income
and Social Society. Mr. Edwards
minds of those there, but by what takes place outside of class and
Catholics figured in that vote too. Something we can all be proud ,of,
has written books including "The
how well he shows himself to be a so-called ~'scholar."
right? It's going to be a long, hot summer...
'
Transformation of Early ChrisThis story is only one example of the way professional education
tianity" and the "Natural Histoday is slowly ruining the very finest that real education has to
tory of Resolution."
offer. Education is a bigger business and more powerful a status
symbol than it has been since men began to learn things from other
m~n. The secondary and elementary systems in the United. states
are bad enough but higher education carries its own share of the
ridiculous. No one can teach unless he has first taken a plethora
, A critical problem for beha- ,under the direction of Professor ceptUalizaflOn and EmpiricalReof courses that tell him how to teach. When it comes right down
vioral scientists, according to
DiRenz.()"_,
search in SociolQgy."
to it .these courses mean nothing because a man is a teacher or he
'Sociology Professor Gorden J.
They sympOsium will consist
'
is ~ot. Teachers are born not made, and yet methods outweigh '
ses'sion III - at 4:30 p.m.
DiRenzo, Ph. D., of Fairfield Uni- ' of threee sessions as follows:
subject matter and today people walk into the classroom to convey
versity, is the definition of scien,Session 1) - 10 a.m. ;..; Dr.
will consist of a' panel discussion
knowledge to others and inspire them to learn and tbey have nothing
tific terminology.
',Gorden J. DiRenzo, Assistant
by the symposiasts devoted to a
or very little in their own heads. In the colleges no one is any
Professor of Sociology will deii- ' critical evaluation of each other's
,
good unless he has had his, courses and degrees from tbe right
"Little attention to be sure,"
ver an introductory .paperon
contributions.
places, ha:s written a certain number of boOks, articles and so on.
he ~ys' "has been given to the
"The Problem of Conecptual DeSeveral hundred people are exThe q.ueshon should be, what does he do with his students? And in
layman'S problem of understand';' , finition 'In
the Behavioral
the fmal analysis, the students are tbe ones who know who can
pected to attend the meeting from
ing the scientists~ But scien-'
Sciences". Dr• Talcott Parsons,
"profess" and who cannot.
various universities and colleges I
,tists generally, and behavioral
Prof. of Sociology, Harvard UniThe whole of education, and this includes the majority of stuthroughout the New England and
scientists in partciular, have an
versity will discuss the concept
dents too, is hooked by the false doctrine of the departmental mind
New York area.
even more serious problem of
of "Social System as a Theoand the p.ragmatic value {If knowing. This means that you can not
mutual understanding".
',' retical Device." Dr. Musafer
say anything ~~t, a subject outside of your field, unless you have
Sherif, Research Prof. of Psyhad courses m It, and the ultimate norm in judging any field of
,Some very basic terms such as
chology, University of Oklahoma,
,knOWledge, even the arts, is: what good is it, where will it get
society, personality, culture,and
will talk on the "Theoretical
,'me? People are ashameq of knowing,' something just for the sake
,
value often mean something dif'AnalysiS of Individual Group Reof knowing it, and so the colleges have become as they never
ferent when used by a sociololations in a Social Situation." Dr.
were before - more and more factories of instruction and of
gist, a psychologist or an anAlan Ross Anderson, Prof. of
skilled specialized training.
'
thropologist,. To clairfy the pro-,
Philosophy at Yale University
: This subject defies exhaustion but I must limit myself within
cedures for the definition of these . :md Dr. Omar K. Moore, Prof,
the confines allowed by the rul~s of a newspaper. Tbe incident
BLOOD BANK TODAY!
. terms as they are used in the
.)f Psychology, at Rutger,s Uniof Dr. Sayre's release would not be of such note were it not for
From 12:30 P.M. to 5:00 P.M.
versity, will jointly present
differ,elit academic disciplines is
,the reason. It is sad commentary that this is a mere example of
there will be a Blood Bank in
necessary to promote inter'-dis"Models and Explainations in the
a good man fallen victim to the professional educators and I fear
L()y:olll. Cafeteria. This being the ..
ciplinary communication. Such
Behavior~ Sciences."
second consecutive day of the'
that it is all too true, that as Dr. Sayre said "If socrates'were alive
communication is useful ultoday' the flame thing would happen to him.'"
Session II) - 2 p.m. - Dr.
bank it is hoped that many who
"timately to the fashioning, of
Leslie A. White, Prof.' of Anwere unable to give yesterday'
theories that are widely mean,thropology at the University of
will do so today. There will be
ingful.
Michigan, will discuss "Anthrofree food at the bank. Chairman
pological Definitions of Culture."
Ron Bianchi and Assistant ChairCeleste was raised in CaliConstihltion Misconceptions is
To aid communication among
Dr. Daniel J. LeVinson, Direc- 'man Tom Curtin have announced
fornia and attended the Actor's
not
an editorial, but a special
the behavioral s'ciences Fairtor, Center for Socio-psy- . that no appointment is needed for
-" Theater 'Workshop. Her screen"
news article. in the March 25 '
field University has scheduled a
chological Research at Harvard
students desiring to contribute.
,credits include a part in the
1964 issue!
'
day-long seminar, Wednesday,
Medical School, will present "InStudents may just walk in at any
Jerry Lewis comedy, "The Nutty
April 22, 10 A.M. to 6 P.M.,
traception: Evolution of a Contime which will be most con-.
, Professor," and she has been on
to tackle the problem of clarifycept." Dr. Paul F. Lazarsfeld
venient for themselves. The quota
many TV programs, including
ing the meaning of terms as used
Prof. of Sociology at COlumbi~ will be one hundred and fifty
•'Wide Country, .. "Ozzie and
by the several sciences. Pro_pints for each day,
University, will lecture on "Con'Harriet," and "The Andy WilAdministration did not approve
'fessors froin seven universities
liams Show." In addition she
will participated in the discusthe Constitution..
has beena successful mod~l and
sions open free to the pUblic
, has made many TV appearances
in cosmetic commercials.
The deadline date for entries
in the Queen Contest is April
21.
The candidates' picture,
FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
name and address along with
Largest NEW directory. Lists hundreds of
'her escort's name and address
perm~nent career opportu:1ities in Europe, South
should be .submitted'to the CamYour Bookstore on Campus
America, Africa and the Pacific, for MALE or
.pion, mail room or the ticket
FEMALE. Totals 50 countries. Gives specific
!;looth in Xavier cafeteria. '
CAMPION HALL

Sociology
.Lecture Todav

Seminar On. Scientific 1ermirwlogy

•

t

Blood Bank
Held Today

MISS RHEINGOLD

'Addition,

Correction

JOB;S ABROAD
STUDENTS & TEACHERS

NOTICE
Makeup credits at Sum~er
Session.
BROADWAY TUTORING
SCHOOL
New Haven

Texts, Paperbacks, Jewelry, novelties, wearing apparel,
stationery, assorted cards, gifts, notebooks and other
school necessities

addresses and names prospective U.S. employers
with foreign subsidiaries. Exceptionally high pay,
free travel; etc. In addition, enclosed vital guide
and procedures necessary to foreign employment.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Send two dollars to Jobs
Abroad Directory-P. O. Box 13593-,-' Phoenix
Arizona,
I
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STUDEN,T OPINION POLL
QUESTION: What is xour opinion of the proposed
Student Association Constitution?The proposed Constitution is of
far more significance forthe' students'
of Fairfield
University
than the mere assumption of additional administrative powers.
It represents a distinct reversalon the part ofthe Administration from unnecessary authoritarianism'to apparent consideration for the natural prerogatives
of a college student body.
The task before the student
body is of equal profundity. To
date the student government's
own
administrative
record,
particularly of late, has been a
mediocre one. It is for us to meet
the responsiblities before us in a
manner worthy of them.
nr-'""o Caputo ' 67

."'""".....l....
'

Appro priately ,in
,the realm of
student government, the
new constitution
provides for an
appreciable amount ofthe student
independence so long due at Fairfield.
. But here the initial problem
arises: we must draw from our
ranks a comparatively large
'number of students - and dele,gate to them a critical amount of
power••.•••
If Mr. Davison and his horde
,are a barometer of the student
body's ability to govern, we might
well consider a more gradual
.transfer of the powers that the
Administration's prior policies
'have left the student body tragically unprepared to assume.
Francis Thompson '67

k
constitution of this
nature is absolutely necessary
on
this campus
now.
The
present constitution
not provide the
means whereby students can ex'press thoughts aDd opinions about
their situation and catry out solutions to any problems in student well-being. Present Council
members would commit academic suicide if they were to
apply themselves to all the areas
they should, in both the legislative and executive aspects. Students also deserve representation in deciding matters involving
infraction of the common code of
conduct. In short, we need aconstitution definitely a three branch
government.
~ santangelo "65
F
I have'serious reservations concerning the
'student Constitution, es" pecially that
part of it
refering to the Judicial Branch.
However I say give it a chance.
Pass it temporarily now with the
understanding that it comes up for
ratification a year from ,now,

does
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after we have had a chance to see
it in action.
'Michael T. Carroll

The pro-'
posed student
constitution is the re,sult of 21/2
The proposed
conyears of hard
stitution,
concern and
while by no
even harder
means per- , w-=or:::;k:::::::;::b'-y-se-v-e-r~a~l=members of the
I fect,
should
present student Council (an adbe ratified by
mittedly inadequate system) and
the
student
the administration. Secondly, the
body. It Is a Uvtng constitution,
Council, contrary to popular begeared to our growing needs. T\l.e
lief, does not proclaim that the
difficulties which are inherent in
new government is perfect, nor
it can only be ironed out by time
that next year it can not be aland experience.
tered in a new working legislaJeffrey Clairmont '64
ture. It does, in confidence, endorse, as we should, the subIt is my
stance of the constitution and even
personal
more important, the principles
opinion that
behind it. The new student gov:'
Mr. Davidernment is workable. If it fails,
son and comthe only reason it will, is be;>any are trycause of the lack of responsiing, and apbility in the student body itself.
parently suc.:
It is a fir st in our accepting a
ceedlDg, to shOve complete conresponsible role in the workings
stitution down our throats. The
of our school. Rather than conconstitution, as it stands, may
demning the President of the
have l\Ierits, but surely no one can
Council or even the whole conbe so foolish as to think that it is
stihition over minute technicaliperfect. But the Student Coun~il ties, everyone of us should besays in effect that it is, and force
come informed on the constituus to vote on it 'as a whole. Could ,tion, and, as I see it, give it a
it be that they are so swelled
chance to give the students a
with the importance of this piece
chance.
of legislature that they fear to let
sandy Lalomia
us comment on it part by part, and _
perhaps be critical of it. If w(.
"I believe
in the new
were allowed to vote, section by
constitu section, I believe that we could
tion. The old
help the Council construct a,
form of govworkable framework, but told to
, ernment
accept all or nothing, I don't see
failed on two
how the student body can,avoid ac, counts. First
cepting nothing.
Frank Cunnin ham
,
nerate interest in

-a

the student body because it was
the complete student government;
the place where issues were not
only brought up, but settled with
finality. Once an issue was settled
,there was no reason for the minority to bring their views to the
student' body.
Secondly, the student government is so limited in its power
that the type of person who would
best be able to serve the needs
of his class and the student body
in general, frequently finds that
he can do more by serving in some
other capacity. One need only reflect on 'the fact that many classes
find it difficult to find a minimum number of people willing to
be'come council members, to rea'lize that the council is not drawing the best men that the school
has to offer.
Finally, I feel that certain
faspects of. the constitution could
:Jje debated forever. If we, ourselves, the individuals who will
be governed by the constitution,
live up 'to our responsiblity to '
,be informed, active, citizens of
the new government, then we have
nothing to fear from the constitution. If it is imperfect, I have
enough respect for the student
bodies of later years to believe
that they win perfect it. In short
I don't believe that if I don't
make it absolutely perfect, no
one else will be able to., Isn't
it about time that we do something positive?
otto Koenig '64

BETWEEN
OUTER SPACE

The power delegated
to the students far
surpasses
their abilities.
Th i s
was illustrated in' a recent session of the
Council. If we are to consent to
be governed by students it must
be by students who can govern intelligently.
Perhaps this fault lies more
with the Administration whose
previous policy of token student
government denied students this
valuable experience.
However it still remains that
we need better people in office if
this new constitution is to work
at alL
Michael Brancaccio '67
What most
appeals to me
about the new
constitution is the
more
adequate representation of
apt. area students. In the past,
area 'students have had as much
, opportunity to participate' in the
student goyernment as this new
constitutio'n provides. When it
~oes into effect, we area students
will have a larger vote~n council
matters and shall feel more apart
of the active student body.
Albert Guillorn ' 66

If the student Constitution
is
passed,_ actions are going to determine
whether the
~ents are w1111ng to work with
'the CounciL The main theme is
getting the student interested in
the schooL If the Constitution accomplishes this, then it will be a
success. It can be an effective
means of reviving interest in
campus life. Does the student
want to participate? Is he interested? These are the crucial
questions.
Charles Bialowas '64

THERE'S A WIDE RANGE OF OPPORTUNITY
IN THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
To outE'!r s'pace and into the deep sea, we take the sum
total of om scientific and managerial knowledge. A case
in point is Telstar, which represents the first steJ!l to~ard
a worldwide communications system. Another example,
the new deep-sea amplifier that simultaneously transm'its
two-way messages. Both communications triumphs stem
from Bell System planning, research and development.
Such trailblazing projects command the best of
managerial and scientific talent lhat's why you'll find,
throughout the Bell System, men with college training as
diverse as the responsibilities they shoul~er. Their backgrounds run the gamut from liberal arts and business
courses to science or specialized engineering majors.

Admittedly, the work is demanding. It requires that
unusual caliber of man who finds a greater satisfaction in
challenge than in ready solution ... who is eager to see his
education yield dividends ... who wants an immediate
opportunity for leadership.
Men with this kind of impatience will discover the
stimulation, welcome and rewards they seek in the telephone business.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

THEST~9

LIONS, HARTS, LEAPING DOES
AND OTHER STORIES BY J. F.
POWERS.
~

life with God. They are weak'
men, each with his own foibles
and quirks. Some are even des'picable. Yet somehow Powersgets us to sympathize with them
all, and despite the biting criti,cism made, for example, of the
over-bearing pastor with whom
most Catholics seem to be familiar, there is no anti-clericalism involved. The reader is
more likely <to come away with:
a greater sense of solidarity;
with these shepherds of the flock.
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~ovies'
Academy Awards:
"Cleo" & "Jones"
Take Top Honors

One very amusing and striking
J. F. Power.s is a writer who'
feature of these s,tories is the
pictures priests, religious, and
author's treatment of "B. C. L. s"
just plain Catholics with such an
- Big Catholic Laymen. The huhonest and unaffected pen that the
Monday, April 13, saw the 36th
mor and truth of these portraits
reader might :even get the imannual presentation of the Acad,
is
a
work
of
art.
pression that clerics can be
emy Awards. HeldinSantaMonihuman. This book, available
ca,' California, the ceremonies
In
his
introduction
to
the
book,
,through the Time Reading Prowere presided over by Jack LemPeter DeVries disagrees with
gram, is a collection of sP9rt
mon who kept things lively with
Evelyn
Waugh's
salutation
of'
stories written before Powers'
a humorous commentary. The
Powers
as
a
writer
whose
"whole
excellent best-seller of a year
big hit of the evening amidst
art is everywhere infused and diago, MORTE D'URBAN. ' ; :
actresses clad in glittering
~rected by his Faith." This is in a
gowns, actors" directors, and
sense true. For Powers does not
producers in tails, was Sammy
-"The 'reader can easily see in
write Catholic stories. He writes
Davis Jr" who sang and danced
these stories the characters and
stories that are about Catholics.
and made t good use of a mistake
style taking shape which wefe to
DeVries goes on to say, "Mr.
he made in giving an award.
make up the literary, success of
Waugh's embrace of the,Church
Powers' later novel. He writes
was literature's loss.
Mr.
with a leanness and humanitythat
The winner~ in the major catePowers' embrace of literature is
are a far cry from the mythical
gories are listed with a comthe Church's gain.'" From an
Going-My-Way type of Catholic
mentary on each. The more
artistic standpoint, this is destory, and a hardness approachtechnical categories are omitfed
finite ly true.
ing skepticism that differs from
as they do not hold general inthe more sentimental approach
Powers, a practicing Catholic , terest.
taken by Edwin O'Connor when
with a wife and five children,
describing the American clergy
Melvyn Douglas was 'named
brings a new and deeply refreshin THE LAST HURRAH l!,nd THE
ing viewpoint on the American 'Best Supporting Actor for 1963,
EDGE OF SADNESS.
for his role as the sagacious
Catholic Church, so long depicted
father of Paul Newman in "Hud."
.
as
cute,
Irish,
and
superh.uman.
Powers' stories usually deal
A good choice, though it could
My
only
hope
is
that
he
won't
with glimpses into the lives of
have as well gone to Hugh Grifspoil
a
good
thing
by
writing
diocesan priests, most of those
fiths of "Tom' Jones."
the same story in his future
portrayed being some sort of
MargaI'et Rutherford - Best
works.
failure, and almost all of them
Supporting Actress, "VIP'S."
L.P.
plagued by ,a loneliness in their
Lilia Skala of "Lilies of the

UrI
, HUNTINGTON HARTFORD
'ENTERS THE ART-MARKET
When a museum or exhibition
of Art is first made available to
the public, that opinionated circle
,of art-goers discusses, evaluates, compares and disagrees on
,the quality of the collection. But
.'strange as it may seem the
'critic's columns dealing with
Huntington Hartford's new Gallery of Modern Art have primarily been occupied with its lack
of purpose and identity as a new
comer to the world of art, the
bold craftsmanship of its architect Edward Durell Stone and the
etymological difference of opinion over the word "modern."
In the words of its director,
Carl J. Weinhardt, Jr., the function of the Gallery "is to reexplore the art of the 19th and
20th centuries with what is hoped
will be an open and reasonably
fresh eye." Mr. Hartford shows
a vehement dislike for the socalled modern-abstract art, supposedly representative of the
present day, which has been permeating the art wold. Merriam
Webster, who for a good number
of years has been an authority on
'the art of proper communication comes to Mr. Hartford's
rescue by defining modern as
" ••pertaining . to the present or
recent period.; not remotely past;
not .ancient, antiquated or obsolete:" Obviously the two not
quite so famous but mammoth
paintings by Dali; the COOl, pic- .
turesque works of Gustave Dore
(Fr. 1852); the always masterful
Sargeant with his Portrait of
Mrs. Manson (Am. 1891); the entire room of Sir Edward BurneJones (Engl. 1833-1898) with his
mystifying portrayal of Perseus
including some chalk and gouache
on paper; and of course Pavel
Tchelitchew (1898-1957) whose'
works are now on total exhibit
including his famous Hide and
Seek, are not ancient, antiquated
or obsolete. So the question which
remains is: Does 19th and 20th
century art lie in the remote
past? And since this question is
in the realm of the subjective I
am afraid we have stumbled upon
a question with no universal
reply. '
The museum is situated in
Columbus Square on a plot ofland
not large enough for the smallest
wing
of
the Metropolitan.
E. Durell Stone, reknown for the

American Embassy BUilding in
New Delhi, has designed one of
the most attractive buildings yet
to go up in this age of aluminUm beams and picture windows.
He has replaced the usually cold
gray walls with dark, rich, ma',hogany panelling.' The rather
small exhibition rooms in this
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nine story structure, have taken
on a very casual air with deep
red wall-to-wall carpeting and
leather lounging chairs 'sPQUed
throughout. And of course what
would a modern museum be without an elevator to usher you from
Sargeant to Dalli! All in all it is
a refreshing change to the gallery
strewn city of New York.
And now to the museum's pur-

pose. Has one of America's financial magnets nothing to" do
with his earnings except build
museums? That! seriously doubt.
He has stirred up a controversy
over his use of the term "modern." But basically he is expressing his likes and dislikes
when it comes to art. He feels
that too many pet>ple fearful of
being stigmatized "drab tradi-,
tionalists," have conformed to
the stark products of modern art.
Mr. Hartford is not pleased with.
what present day art has to offer
and he insists on referring to the
"remote past" (as some would
say) as "present" thereby fullfilling his definition of "modern." He feels so strongly about
this that he has spent $9 million
to prove it.
The quality of the art exhibited
is good but not great. Then again
the museum is new arid not fully
established. A true evaluation of
what Mr. Hartford has done for
the world of art will be of far
greater value in twenty years to
come. And who knows, the man
who has for so many years shaped
the American way of eating
through his A&P's might also
shape, or should I say re-shape
our way of thinking when it comes
to art ! R . M. MERGARI)'! '

Field" is more deserVing of this honor.
"8 1/2" won two well chosen
awards, one for costuming and
the more important Best Foreign Language Film.
Tony Richardson received the
award for Best Director for the
fine job he did in "Tom Jones"
which film rightly received top
honors as Best Film of 1963 along with two other awards. '.'Tom
Jones;' has all the qualities nece~sary for a great movie, thematically and artistically.

a

ney Potier for
truly beautiful
performance in "Lilies of the
Field." I reviewed this picture
some time ago in this same column, but was unaware of Poitier's nomination when picking
Paul Newman as the winner. A
perfect decision by the judges.
Top honors go to ''Cleopatra''
and "Tom Jones," each having
won four awards in various categories. "Hud" and "How the
west Was Won" were runnersup with three apiece.

Patricia Neal, who was gOOd,
but not spectacular, in her role
in "Hud," was named Best Actress. Her performance, how-,
ever, was not as convincing as
was Leslie Caron's in "The L-'
Shaped Room." I picked Miss
Caron or Rachel Roberts to win
and am still of the opinion one
of them would be a better choice.
Best Actor of the year .is Sid-

The selections, though I rna:
disagree with many of them
were made judiciously and wit!
no 'apparent bias in that severa
films were represented' in tht
winning ranks. This also indi,
cates a rise in qualify of film:
currently being'made.
DAVID BANNOJ

.One Small 'Voice
,Frank J., Cunningham

"What am I doing here?"
How many times have we repeated to ourselves these words from
the black pit of depression ,and despair? How many times have we
wondered whether it is actually worth while continuing in· the face of
opposition which seems insurmountable? How many times, faced
with faih.re, have we turned to ourselves, taken a good look, and
given up?
I doubt very much that this frame of mind is foreign or unknown
to any.one of us. And at this time' especially, when we have received
the results of our first exams, when our dreams of glory and success
have vanished, and nothing appeaz;s on the horizon to give addedthrust; when the thought of two long months of the same drudgery,
capped by the horrors of final exams, is the only thing we can see in
front of us, is it any wonder that we slip into 'a state of deep depression and question, over and over again, the purpose of our very
existence.
Now is the time to take that deep look inside ourselves that I
spoke about in my last column and see just exactly what it is that
drives us forward. Now, more than at any other time, we must see
that force, at the very root of our being, that pushes us on, if there
is anything.
Let's look for a moment at the sentence that so, completely characterizes our depression:, "What am I doing here?" What does that
sent'mce mean? Basically it establishes the exist-ence ofa subject
in ~. space-time relationship (I. .• Here). But there is, something
mort. There is a realization that I should be an active being. I
should be doing something. What?
·1 am here atscpool to learn, to .ad,vance in knowledge, 'so that I
may become a success in the world. That may be partly the answer,
but :t is not by any means the whole solution. I prefer to say that we
are .lere (at school, in soCietY,on earthfto "create'':.'rhis is our
basic drive; this is the only thing we Ii ve for. It is not only "to
know, love, and serve God etc." but it is to "create"; to take the
dirt of the earth in our hands and raise it uP, to make something out
of it. It is to grab matter and twist it into our image just as God .. '"
twisted it into His. WE ARE LITTLE GODS.
Then why failure? Maybe because we tend to· forget that we are
only little gods, and God has to remind us once in a while that we
can create only through His creation. He has to show us the proper
order of things, knock the wind out of us, and bring us back to our
senses. Maybe we fail because we lose touch with the infinite.
If this is so, then when we fall, instead of questioning our reason
,for existence, maybe we should question our motives. Let's look
around and see if we haven't failed because we lost touch with the
universe, if we haven't become too obsessed with our power. Then
'let's get up and try again, remembering that failure comes from
man, but success from God.

FAIRFIELD DRAMA SOCIETY
Presents

MACBETH
IN A NEW AND ORIGINAL PRODUCTION
Under the Direction of

HAMLET
Laurence Olivier academy
award winning HAMLET is
being shown at the Nor.
walk theatre for an exclusive engagement today
and tomorrow at 3: 15 and
8:30. Discount tickets are
available thru Fr. Bonn,
S.J. for this most extraordinary film of this great
masterpiece. The theater is
in the heart of Norwalk,
exit 16 on the Thruway.

~

MR. ROBERT EMERICH
AT

THE UNIVERSITY PLAYHOUSE··
Performances: April 17, 18,24,25, at 8:30 P.M.

~

TtCKETS $2.00

ALL SEATS RESERVED

SPECIAL STUDENT PERFORMANCE ON THURSDAY, APRIL 23 AT 8:30 P.M.
TICKETS $1.00
FAIRFIELD UN,IVERSITY, FAIRFIELD, CONNECTICUT
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CAMPUS PERSONALITY

AL JOSEPH '64
As editor of the Manor, Allan
Joseph has spent much time and
work on the year book and is
looking forward to the culmination of his toil.
Allen is from Westerly, R.I.
He is a mathematics major, who
plans to attend graduate s<;11ool.
Besides wor,king on' the Manor;,
he has been a member 'of the
Math and Physics Club, the K of
C and' the Young Republicans.
He ':iltrfbutes hissuccess with
the Manor to the quality of

.
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. By Richard F.

REFLE'CTIONS
'William Garland

Me~h~,

Tonight;s meeting is the el~c-:
his editors and staff, and arso
tion ni~ting. The meeting willi
"to the "cooperation of the stu-'
The Meaning of the Wisconsin Primary
begin at 7 p.m. in Camsius 301.
dent body, who have turned out'
The entry of Governor Wallce of Alabama into the Wl,sconsin ,'
All Brothers are reminded that
for pictures," he Said, "some-,
ilrtinary was greeted with universal disgust by the officials of Wis- .
their dues must be paid up tol
times on Saturday mornings and I March 15, 19641£ theywishtoat-i
'consin. Leaders of both major parties in Wisconsin, denounced his ,
in the rain."
candidacy. Prominent clergymen of the three major faiths issued
tend tonight's meeting~ The Fi- i
He believes the school has derepudiations of the Wallace candidacy. Furthermore, Wallace was at a
nancial Secretary w1ll be present
veloped a great deal: "Physidistinct disadvantage in his Wiscons1I)., race. His pub,lic image was
from 6~' P.M. for anyone who
cally it may seem a little sl():-V..
anything but favorable due to his performance in Alabama, the fact that,
wishes to pay up tonight.
but through the Recto~ much ha,s
he was the head of a Southern state and his style of campaign and
* * *
been accomplished. Academicalspeech, which, whi~ it may.hav~ some ap~al in Alabama, certainly
The annual banquet to honor the
: ly ,a lot has been done.,' Fr.
is not an asset in Wisconsin. Public doubts have been expressed of
out-going ans in-coming Grand
Coughlin has brought out more,
his emotional and mental stlilillity due to his vacillations. Wisconsin
Knight wUl be held on April 29,'
student atmosphere, and spirit-'
is a state where many of the provisions embodied in the Civil Rights
1964 at the Bru-Conte Restaurant
ually we also seem to have grown,
Bill have already been enacted 1rito law. There has been little orno
on Seaside Avenue in Bridgeport.
,giving students the opportunity
express~on of anti-Negrpsentimejlt in, the state and Wisconsin has
The annual awards for service
: to develop spiritually, but not
been the scene of little or nothinggr in the way of demonstationsJ
during the year will be presented'
: forcing them."
To wllat then may the fac~ ;that . Wallce received twenty~fo~,:
at this time.
'I
He compared the growth poperce,nt of the Wisconsin vote be attribqted? Hubert Humphrey, Sena- ,
*-* *
tential here to a 'rock rolling
tor from the neighbouring state pJ Miqnesota, said that the Wallace·
The second Blood Bank of the
down the hill, gradually picking, year, co-sponsored' by the
showing was "supprisinglyweak" and that Wallace's campaign was a,
up momentum. Student' faculty
fiz·zle. Governor ReynoldSJof Wisconsin, Wallace's primary opponent,
Knights of Columbus and the Car- I
I relationships
have been imdinal Key Society, was held yes- I who had said the day before the primary that if Wallace got more than
proved, and this can be eVidencect
terday and is continuing today I ten percent of the vote that the result would be "disastrous", said
by the dialogue on the new stufrom 12:30 P.M. to 4:30 P.M. in' , that Wallace was a man of great charm and campaigning ability and,
I dent Council Constitution.
'
that he had huge sums of money to Spend for television appearances
Loyola Cafeteria. The quota for,
Allen thinks that the school
'and that it was quite natural that he should poll Such a large vote. Uneach' day is 150 pints of blood.
needs more participation by 'thE!
fortunately, the Governor's contentions are lacking in proof. In
Ron Bianchi '64 is chairman of
students. "People here are in-, the Bank while Tom Curtin '65
a state,'of the makeup of Wisconsin the charm which Wallace posseses,
terested in what is going on, but , is the assistant chairman.
(if, ~deed, he does possess any) would have little appeal to the
they.don't participate in it. By
voters~ In such a deep north state as Wisconsin, Wallace's s,1yle is
participating they find themmore likely to lose than to gain votes~John Baily, National Chirman
selves, and make things all
of the Democrats, alleged that the Wallace success was the result of:
around better."
, a' RepUblican plot, conceived to ,embarass the Democrats. However,
He' 1i0PesUuiIlhe pre'sent Man- '
1£ the votes ,for Wallace were switch v9tes 'from RepUblicans, this
or will be one of the best ones
poses a serious threat to Wisconsin Democrats, for it .'rrieans that the
we have ever had, thanks to the
Republicans, for the first time Since 1948 haveoutpolled a Democrat
Jean Shepherd, philosopher,
editors, and the help of a good'
governor. senator Javits, true to his usual tune, attributed the
editors, staff members, and the, wit, intellectual, egotist, and huvote to the efforts of the' radical' ri~ht'.
morist appeared last night in
help 9f a good publishing
'These commentators seem to,be fgnoring a much more reasonable
Gonzaga
Hall
under
the
auspices
,
company.
and plausible explanation. In the politcally realistic, State. of Wisof New Frontiers.
consin, no one seriously, believes that 'Wallace has any chance of
Mr. Shepherd is heard on the
securing the Democrats' nomination. -If the vote was not Wallace
radio Monday through Friday on
himself, the only other plausible explanation is th'clt the vote rep- '
WaR, and the New York Times,
resented 'a voter protest against first, certain sections of the Civil
has' credited him with being"one
Rights Act and second, some of the more extreme tactics employed
live in'the area where they work
of the most imaginative raconin recent civil rights demonstrations. This verypossib1l1tyhas been
and acquaint' themselves with the
teurs in the history of radio".
trOUbling Democratic leaders of late - the possibility of a: Northern
people and their problems. They
He holds B.S. and M.S. Degrees
protest against extreme Negro demands. This protest takes two forms:,
will organize and train parent-'
in Psychology, and has a great
First, the protest of white workers who feel their jobs threatened
teacher committees in local
interest in legitimate theatre. He
by Negro demands for preferenWl1 treatment. Second, the protest
schools to maintain a school feedis the author of "The America
by parents over such progr:pns as bussing school children around to
ing program using surplUS food
of George Ade" (Putman, 1961),
achieve" arbitrary pecentages of each' race in each school. If such
provided by the United states'
and has written for several pel'io- '
Wisconsin which has eXperienced
sentiment exists in a state,
Government. Once the program is
dicals, as "The Saturday ReI relatiVely
little racial strife, it may be more widespread than'
established, they wUl undertake
, view," "Town and Country," and
previously thought in other states, for example, New York. Partial
other community development
"Metronome."
indicators may be such things as the mothers' march on City Hall
, projects.
Concerning the purpose of his
which <;Irew a large crowd-i:ecently in New York City to protest,
The group trained for 12 weeks
radio program, he feels that
the school pairing porgram of the City's Board of Education.
at the University of Wisconsin at
nothing is more entertaining than
Milwaukee. TlIere they gained a
ideas; and the basic philosphy,
working knowledge of Spanish and
behind his works is to present
received inS1:ruction in the theory
ideas in the form of conversation
and methods of community deand drama. Perhaps the best way
velopment work. They also, to sum it up is to agree with one
Studied Peruvian history and culof ,his critics in saying that" Jean
ture, plUS U.S. history and inShepherd is unique."
stitutionS.

Shepherd S••n:
By FU'Fans,

Alumnus Join~ Peace Corps
Leonard E. Sohlberg, an alumnus of Fairfield University, is
now on home leave prior to beginning a two-year assignment as
a Peace Corps Volunteer.,.
He is one of 41 Volunteers who
leave for Peru March 30 to work
on a community development project. They wUl join nearly 400
others already at work in Peru in
education, rural and urban community development, savings and
loan planning, and health work,
, Peace Corps officials said.
These Volunteers will participate in a nutrition program in
conjunction "with the National
SChool Lunch Program. They wUl
be assigned to regional offices of
the National School Lunch Pro~,
gram in villages in the highlands
and in urban slums. They will

like

WHO

SAID

Sen. Week
usually' held early in May has
been incorporated into the. ~enior
Week and Graduation Ceremonies'
in the committee's effort to lend'
harmony and enjoyment for allto
the final and finest hour. Parents
, will register in the afternoon and
'have been invited to a clam bake
on the campus for their relaxation and pleasure during 'the
pour'se of the day. In the evening
a dance for the Seniors and their
parents (and Senior dates, if they
wish) will be held under a tent
"where two bands will be playing
and plenty of dancing area will be
.l'.l'ovi@p. .
_~
.
~unday morning the Class will
, get down to the business of the
day' at 10 a.m. in the Gym with
'Mass and Baccalaureate services. The afternoon and evening
are left free for Seniors and
parents to enjoy themselves as
,they choose on campus, at the
beach or visiting with friends.
, If you haven't heard what
happeffi ~onday, ask a friend.
"Thou art too like the spirit of
'of Banquo. Down!" - from Act
'Two, of "Macbeth."

--./'-

troducing the actorsan& ac-tresses as they are in real life,
as students, housewives or what
have you.
The audience will be "bombarded by novelty" under the
capable direction of Mr. Robert
G. Emerich whose methods steer
the coy and cute away from the
play ill order "to bring forth professional entertainment.,
.

1~

,"

BRIDGEPORT

GREEN COMET
DINER

Kings Highway Rt. lA

"TOPS IN TOWN"

Exit 24 Conn. Tpk.

90 Kings Highway Cutoff
Fairfield, Conn. ~

FO 7-4404

ED 3-9555 - FO 8-9471

Take Conn. Thruway
Exits 23 or 24

MOTOR INN

A Cor:-venient
Stop For Your
Friends and Relatives
Just 5 minutes from camf)us
Recommended by AAA

Foreign
StUdy is for
[angu__ge Majors
:Only.

Of course, it's for them, too~'
But it's also for undergrads in history, political science,
, international, relations, economics, psychology, philosophy
and some other fields.
We know. Over half the students in our university centers
in Europe aren't language majors. They're pursuing studies
in their own fields, and giving them a fresh, European di·
,mension-without interrupting their college careers.
Foreign study may suit you, too. (It isn't, for everyone.)
This is the time of life when the experience of Europe can
mean most. It will mean most if you use it to deepen and
extend your formal studies.
You might look into it-and learn about our programs, in·
eluding a new one opening next fall at the University of
Madrid.
Our centers don't offer mere "civilization" courses. They
aren't cozy little "ghettos" for Americans. Institute pro·
g'rams immerse you in a great European university as deeply
as your abilities allow. (We supplement and guide your
studies, as necessary, to make sure they satisfy U. S.
requirements.)
,

FREIBURG
• Regular university courses at the Univer~ity
of Freiburg, in the Black Forest; taught in German, with tutorials.
For B·average juniors with intermediate German~ Das Deutsche
Jahr: $2,380.· Das Deutsche Semester: $1,605.·

PARIS
• French·taught Honors Program' in Contemporary
European Civilization for B·average juniors (and some top sophomores) with one year of college French. Academic year: $2,650.·

MADRID
• Spanish·taught program at the University, for
B·average juniors (and some top sophomores) with two years of
college Spanish or one year of college Spanish and two in high
school. Hispanic Year: $2,610.·

VIENNA
• English or Germ~n.taUght courses at the University of Vienna for C·plus juniors and sophomores, Previous German
required only for spring semester. European Year: $2,380.· Spring
Semester: $1,605,·
"Fees include tuition, inte·nsive language instruction, orientation.
room, most meals, two fie,ld trips, round·trip ocean passage,

th;r

;:~i;fio~;~;,j a~~o~~r;;s;o;~.~ ;;~d es

(nonprofit,
nonsectarian)

or

i

,
35 E. Wacker Dr. • Chicago, illinois 60&01
.-r:"i;:"-
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TOPICS

Fairfield- Student Interest~
Increases Tutor Program

has contributed to many publications and, in collaboration with
three others, wrote The Authori-:
tar ian Personality, published in'
1950.
He is a member of the
Americaa Psychological Associatio:!, the American SdciologiDue to the increased interest
cal Society, the Massachusetts ,of the students, the Fairfield
Psychological 'Association and
University tutoring program has
the American Association of Uni- ,been expanded.
versity,Professors.
The program was organized
Dr. Leslie A~ 'White, professor
during last year's spring semesof Anthroflology at the Univerter, through the efforts of fOUr
sityof Miebigan, will treat" Anjuniors: Bill Burns, Tom Calthropological 'Dejinitions of Culderwood, Jay LaCroix and Leo
ture." ,He received his A.B.
Paquette.
and M.A. degrees from Columbia
These students, interested in
the Civil Rights movement, at-'
and his PIf.D. in, Sociology and
Anthropology from the University
tended meetings of the Catholic
Inter-racial Council of Bridgeof Chicago. His Anthropological
tours have included Europea1f~i:. port and met James Cooper, soRussia, the Caucasus Mountainls,n :l:eHll tvorker for Bridgeport Child,
Under Mr.
Georgia, and central Mexico lin;J1n~ttitlaiice Clinic.
1944. Among his many publicfI- 11; 'coop r"Sldirection the students
tions are:' The Evolution, ~fJdi'J~~ga1J tutoring children with disCulture, (1959), and a mono gr-aPIDiVl t1plina.ry problems. The tutorThe Pu~lo of Sia, New Mexl'1;:0' ~'Il'ing" was beneficial in itself and,
(1962).
.." " ,
' ! ,d:,v'p~oved personally rewarding to
'
The topic of Dr. Alan Ross:' -t'tlie Fairfield students. .
Anderson, ' professor of Philos-Because of the success of these
ophy at Yale and Dr. Omar K.
juniors, the Child Guidance Clinic
Moore, professor of Psychology
wanted to extendthetutoring,serat Rutgers 'will be "Models and
vice. Fred Esposito, psychologitheir use in the Behavioral Scical examiner for the Bridgeport
,ences•." ',' .
Board of Education, also showed
Dr. And~rsonreceived his B. A.
interest in enlarging this work
and Ph.Df from Yale and a M.
and spoke to Fairfield stUdents.
Litt. degree frbm Cambridge. His
The go al of this program is ,to
main field'" of interest is the
educate the Negro in order to
philosophy of ~Mathematics and
Science. - He is associate prol , aid the struggle for Civil Rights.
The group believes that the Negro
fessor of Philpsophy at Yale
seldom sees anyone interested
where he has been since 1955.
in I}im, and due to this he lacks
He will spend, next year as a
FUlbright Fellow at the University of Manchester (England).,
Dr. Moore"'-was' educated at
Doane Colle'ge; Nebraska, and received hi's M.A. and Ph.D. from
Washington University, st. Louis.
At present he is the Director,
of the Responsive Environments
Laboratory, ' Hamden, Connecticut; a member of the Behavioral
Sciences Research Advisory
• Panel of the U. S. Air Force;
and Consultant to the Human
Resources Research Office of
the U. S. Army. He designed the
Microlaboratory for the Office
of Naval Research and the In,teraction Laboratory for the Yale
Sociology Department.

Still.'=_Time
..... ,For
Peace Corps

motivation" and needs someone'
It is not too late for c()lleg.
to help him gain it.
seniors to apply for the 'Peace
Presently, there are fifteen
Corps and enter training this
students working one hour each
summer, Bay Peace Corps
week with boys at the Archbishop , officials.
,Shehan Center in Bridgeport.
Many seniors are writing the
These junior high school boys
Peace Corps in Washington
have good mental capacity, but
whether or not there is still time
have problems on either the famto get into a Peace Corps trainily or economic, level. They
ing prgram this summer.
need someone to orient them
The answer is that applications
towards their books and educafiled as late as June first could
tion. Fairfield students are acstill be processed in time for
complishing this and showing the
entrance into one of the training
boys their interest in them, with
programs beginning in middle and
thp hope that the young students
late summer. However, tile
will respond by taking an in~er
soolter the oetter say Peace
est in themselves, finally setting
Corps officials, to allow for betforth the positive aspect of the
ter planning on the part of both
child.
the Peace Corps and the applicant.
Seven students from our uniIn addition to' turning in a
versity devote one hour per week
completed Questionnaire, an apto grammar school pupils at the
plicant must take the Peace Corps
Child Guidance Clinic., These
Placement, Test. These aptitude
children are either disturbed or
tests will be administered nationretarded and are undergoing
wide at Post Offices in principal
therapy.
In addition to being
cities throughOqt the United
tutored by the Fairfield students
States on Marcll 14, April 11 and
they are helped with any oth-er
May 9~ The Same test is to be
problems they have.
given on many college campuses
on a .certain day between April
The tutoring program is open
19-30. Interestea seniors should
to all, and anyone who is interinquire 'of their college Peace
ested in taking up this per,sonal
Corps liaison. .
challenge may contact either Leo
Peace
Corps
information
D~movan '64, or Leo Paquette '65.
teams from Wash,ington will still

,

~.

'S'!'''~~

Frustration is forgetting sour.
meal ticket when there is a: goo<:\,
meal (can you remember?).
Frustration' Is buying a Playboy with the' centerfold torn out•.
Frustration is being on the'
suicide committee at a mixer.;
Frustrafion is passing an over-;
cut course. - ,
,
Frustration is running out of
'
gas on a date (oh, really!).
4
Frustration is a full head.
Frustration is filling an extra
two inches in a newspaper.
~~'

~

-~;uss:~~~;u;uss:~~~;uss:~
be visiting many more colleges
,and unversities this spring and
will be administering the Place- ,
ment Test on campus. Peace
Corps officials emphasize' ,that'
this isa non-competitive test,
with no passing or failing grades. ,
This summer the Peace Corps
hopes t.o tr,ain as many as 6,000
men and women at approximately
55 colleges' and, universities
throughout the country. College
. seniors, available in June,have
a much better chance than the
average, appiicant to enter O:le
of these training projects if they
app-Iy now,' ,state Peace Corps
, officials~
"'

New Buildings,
from -the University by a main
road through the campus.
In the past few years a building has been erected on the
average of one every two years.
At this rate the present plan
should be coinpleted around 2000.
However, these plans represent
today's thinking, and in a few
years conditions may dictate a
radical revision, and it is more'
than likely' that in the normal
course of development these -1---...--...---.....- - - plans will be changed somewhat.
These plans are the result of
{\rchdiocesan Vocational Servplanning fer development through
the years, and reflect surveys
ice, as an industrial field psytaken to determine future needs
chologist for George Fry and
Associates, and as director of,
and available space. Their purpose is to _direct thinking in : the guidance program atCanisius'
general direction w!len considerCollege in Buffalo, New York. He
is an active member of the 80ing future growth.
How does the physical growth
ciety of Sigma Xi, and serves as
affect. the number of students?
a member of the Board of DiAccording to informed sources
rectors of the National Catholic
--.
the enrpllment will reach 2000 ..,_G_u_id_an_c_e_C_o_n_f_e_r_e_nc_e_o
undergraduates by 1975. The
most important consideration
however is to preserve the spirit
lind academic quality of the
school. If in the normal development of the school along these
lines, the number of the student
body is increased, then so be it,
but no growth that will harm this
aspect of the school or tax it will
be made.

'MURPHY

- "George"

"Ange"

CENTER
RESTAURANT
Tap Room
luncheonette
and
Fairfield

On and Off
the Campus

i"

FREE Tickets to the
Fabulous WORLD'S FAIR'!
Only Offe'r"of this kind in greater
Bridgeport area

2FREE TICKETS

No Less Than
fo'r every ~OX_STORAGE order
cleaned & stored

1t

BE SURE OF FREE FAIR TICKETS!

FREE Daily Pick.Up & Delivery in' all. AreCIs

FAIRFIEL-D CLEANERS

DRINK PEPSI.
.

( ",

FLASH!!

CALL NOW!

"The Colonial Room"
Post Road

THE ABOVE RENDITION is now on display in B~llarmine Hall, and forcasts the '~ew Fairfield" of
At the'present time it is hoped that there will 'be a total of nearly 40 bUild~ngs•._, _

,~!J~ !,!~ure.

jll.")

255-1068

"FINE CARE FOR YOUR CLOTHES SINCE 1921"

1580 POST ROAD. FAIRFIELD, CONN./

I
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SPORTS PERSONALITY

GERRY MAGNER IS
TENNIS CAPTAIN

T. Gerald Magner, Jr., a senior from Winnetka, Illinois, has
been elected captain of the Fairfield Univeristy tennis team.
Magner will lead the Stag team
into action on April 9 when the
team opens the season against
Southern Connecticut College in
New Haven.
Magner has been playing tennis
since an early age and has been
coached by Magda Rurac, one of
nation's top pros. He is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. T. Gerald Magner of 6 Woodley Manor, Winnetka.
He has already distinguished
himself as one of the best tennis
players in Fairfield history. In
his first two years of varsity
play, the lanky Economics major
has complied an impressive 11-4
mark in singles competition.
Magner has been even more successful in doubles play, combining with another senior, Walt
Donnelly, of Garden City, Long
Island. these two have won 20
DICK 'ROBINSON:, this week's Sports Personality, strokes a hit
of the 23 matches they've playduring a baseball g~me last season.
ed in the last two years and are
considered one of the top doubles
teams in the East. As sophoThis week's sports personality
playing out there. Our'morale and
mores, they captured the Doubles
is a Fairfield Prep graduate from
attitude is extremely good and we'
championship of the -Rider InStratford, Connecticut. Dick Rob- 'look forward to some coming
vitational Tournament and last
inson, a senior, is the Stags'
wins."
October they won the championbaseball team captain and a three
Dick
feels
that
pitching
is
"75%
ship of the E.C.A.C. Tournament
year starter for the batmen.
of your club" and that "attitude
played at Rider in New Jersey,
While at Fairfield Prep, Dick
is the difference between winning
sweeping through matches with
played baseball and captained
and losing."
_ the doubles teams of Vermont,
the Prepsters' squad in his senior
Lehigh and Lafayette.
Being a marketing major, Dick
year. As a junior, he was named
is
in
B.B.A.
He
has
served
on
Magner will play number one
on the second team of the allnumerous committees and clubs
man as the Stags face their toughdistrict squad and in his final
est schedule yet. Among highly
year at the Prep, he made the' th rough out his four years at Fairfield and anxiously looks forward
touted teams to tie met are Triall-district team as the first
to next year.
nity, Providence College, Holy
string catcher.
Cross, and the University of
Dick
would
like
to
try
his
glove
HaVing arrived at Fairfield
Massachusetts.
at professional baseball after
University and finding that there
graduation. Baseball seems to be
In addition to Magner 'and Donwas no Freshman baseball team,
the sport in the Robinson family.
nelly, the team's coach, Fr.
Dick played for the Freshman
Dick's brother, Bill, a 1961 gradJames Ring, S.J., will be countbasketball team. But as a sophouate of Boston College, pitches in
ing heavily on veteran Matt Carmore, his baseball ability shone
the Eastern League for Williamsroll (New Canaan, Conn.) and two
brightly as he made the varsity
port, in Double A ball, in the Mets
newcomers to the team,'Nick
squad with an impressive display.
farm system.
Ovidow (Westport, Conn.) and Jay
Dick devoted all of his time to
Deppeler (Brielle, N.J.) Ovidow is
the "diamond" and with his perWith such hustling dedication
a transfer student from West
sistence and dedication secured a
and devoted persistence, Dick will
Virginia Wesleyan and Deppele, a
starting berth on the Stag nine at
be successful in anything he does
junior, just came out for the
his catcher position. After a brilafter suc.h an impressive showing
team this year.
liant first year behind the plate,
here at Fairfield.
Dick was chosen on the all- ColThe complete schedule:
legiate Baseball League team.
April
This was a remarkable deed,
at N. Haven
Conn.
especially as a sophomore. A
SPRING WORKOUTS 139 So.
at Fairfield
Provo
, great deal was expected from this
at Fairfield
14
Fordham
'young hustler and these expectaat Fairfield
18
Trinity
tions have come through.
FOR SOCCER TEAM 20
at Fairfield
Holy Cross
, Dick started his junior year off
at Fairfield
24
U. of Bpt.
, The Stag soccer team'is pnicwith great enthusiasm and desire
at Amherst
25
U. of Mass
and this again was shown in his
ticing on the soccer field for a
at Fairfield
30
St. Peters
May
,
skilled all-around play. But as the
three week session under the
season progressed, in the sixth
direction of Coach James Kuhlat Bridgeport
8
U.ofBpt.
game of the year against the Uniman.
at Fairfield
9 So. Conn.
versity of Bridgeport, Dick was
Coach Kuhlman has the boys
injured in a play at the plate and
concentrating on basic kicking
this was to sideline him for the
skills and hopes to include aremainder of the season. Dick
scrimmage for added experience.
received a hand fracture as an
The squad has been aided by a
opposing player slid into the
newly-arisen kick-board upOn
tightly-guarded home base. This
which the booters can practicel
was a tragic loss for not only
their powerful punts.
'
Dick but also for the team for,
Coach Kuhlman wants the boys
at the time he as swinging an
ready in the way of drills fo~7
impressive 361 batting average.
the fall season which includes a
buSY eight-game, and possibly
Now, as a senior, Dick is leadmore, schedule. Some of the oping the Stag nine as captain of the
position will be supplied by Stonebatmen. Although the season has
hill College and the Coast Guard
WHO ARE THESE MEN?
barely gotten under way, Dick has
Academy.
kept his batting average, over the
500 mark for the first three
games. Speaking on the outlook of
the season, D.ick eyes the schedule
very optimistically. "Although
welre starting off fairly slowly,
I'm extremely optimistic. With
three lettermen back this year
and only one returning pitcher,
our pitching staff is inexperienced, but we have tremendous
potential in bur young pitchers.
Our record is no indication ofthe
quality of ball that the fellows are

keep well groomed at

YOUR ON CAMPUS
BARBER SHOP
Gonzaga Bm. I
Open 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Mon:
tbru Sat. - closed on Wed.
Deodorant. hair tonic, and
other grooming needs can
be obtained here.
'

THE SPOTLIGHT

NoDoz keeps you mentally
alert with the same safe refresher found in coffee and
tea. Yet NoDoz is faster,
handier, more reliable. Abso.lutely not habit-forming.

Next time monotony makes
you feel drowsy while driving,
working or studying, do as
millions do ... perk up with
safe, effective NoDoz tablets.
Another 'fine product of Grove laboratories.

,

.

* * *

Before the Baseball season
begins, this reporter will make
his usual picks as to the outcome
of the major league pennant races.
These picks are usually far off
and I make no attempt to exempt
t"e1>e picks from that category.

In the National League, San
Francisco should win it. Koufax,
Basically, the trade is a good, ,and Drysdale are great but the
Dodgers aren't. San Francisco
one for shrewdAllie Sherman who
seems to be seeking the best , has too much power, good pitchbalance of youth and experience ~0g and Willy Mays.
he can get.
In the American League - its
more a question of picking the
Huff didn't have' very many
date the Yankees will clinch It.
years left and he had been talkLet's try September 5th.
ing recently of retiremept. From
the Redskins, the Maramen picked
National League
up Dick James who plays a good
1. San Francisco Giants
game both on offense and defense,
2. Milwaukee Braves
who is one of the league's best
3. Los Angeles Dodgers
kick return artists, and who is an
4. Cincinnati Reds
amazingly resilient runner for his
5. St. Louis Cardinals
182 pounds. Also picked up, was
6. Philadelphia Phillies
Andy Stynch'ula, a 6'4" 2571bde7. Pittsburgh Pirates
fensi ve end who can also play de8. Chicago Cubs
fensive tackle. Stynchula has al9. Houston Colt .45's
ways impressed the Giant staff
10. Are you kidding?
and he adds more' youth to" the
American LeagUe
defensive unit. The final addi1. New York Yankees
tion in the trade was next year's
2. Baltimore Orioles
fifth draft choice.
3. Minnesota Twins
Sherman, Who intends moving
4. Detroit Tigers
Jerry Hillebrand to Huff's va5. Chicago White Sox
cated middle linebacker spot, now
6. Boston Red Sox
points to a defenSive front four
7. Cleveland Indians
consisting of Bob Taylor, Lane
8. Los Angeles Angels
Howell, Andy Stynchula, John Lo- ,
9. Kansas City Athletics
Vetere and Jim Katcavage. Kat.10.
Washington Senators
cavage is the oldest of a very
,young, very tough group. Atlinebacker, the Gothamites have Tom
TENNIS
Scott, Jerry Hillebrand, Bill WinOn
Monday,
April 13, the Fairter and Al Gursky. Scott is the
field University Tennis team deOldest, but the other three are
feated Providence on the Stags'
possessed of tremendous potenhome court, 5-4. The Connectitial, especially Hillebrand.
cut netmen took two singles and
Sherman hasn't gotten a hold of
three double matChes, with Gerry
that big back yet, but he should
Magner. apd Walt Donnelly winmake that trade sQon enough. With
ning the singles and the first
a good year from Y. A~ Tittle
doubles match.

C.W.POST
COLLEGE·
OF LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY

Salutes the World's Fair
with

,-,_.@) __ SIooI
C\,.I_,.nW..I<l .....

1f".''''C~

TWO 5-WEEK SUMMER SESSIONS
Enjoy a profitable summer of study and recreation
at the 141-acre campus of C. W. Post College,
located on the North Shore of Long Island,
only 30 minutes from the World's Fa'ir,
one hour from Midtown Manhattan.
On-campus facilities include: swimming,
gymnasium, riding, bowling, theatre and concerts~

APPLICATIONS NOW BEING ACCEPTED

for

DAY & EVENING SESSIONS
: JUNE 22 to JULY 24

* JULY 27 to AUGUST 28

NEW MEN'S and WOMEN'S RESIDENCE HALLS AVAILABLE
ACCELERATE YOUR DEGREE PROGRAM
UNDERGRADUATE COURSE offerings include studies in
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Pre-Professional, Pre-Engineering, Business and Education.
GRADUATE COURSE offerings include studies in Biological
Sciences, Education, English, Guidance and Counseling,
History, library Science, Mathematics, Music Education
and Political Science.

DISTINGUISHED VISITING AND RESIDENT FACULTY
OUTSTANDING LIBRARY FACILITIES

THE SAFE WAY to stay alert
without harmful stimulants

(does he have any other king?)
the Giants may be a much improved club - improved enough
to take all the marbles this year. '

Earlier this week, New York
City shook with the news that acE'
linebacker Sam Huff of the New
York Giants had been traded to
the Washington Redskins. Huff
joined tackle Dick Modzelewski
on the trading block as that old
Giant defensive unti came closer
to extinction and a new one took
root. Gone is Andy Robustelli
(now a Giant coaCh), gone is
Roosevelt Grier (to L.A. for
John LoVetere), gone is Modzelewski (to Cleveland for Bobby
Crespino) and now Huff.

APPLY NOW ... Admission open to VISITING STUDENTS
from other accredited colleges.
For additional information, summer bulleti~ and
application, phone 516 MAyfair 6-1200 or mail coupon
Dean of Summer School, C. W. Post College, P.O., Greenvale, L.I., N.Y. 11548
Please send me Summer Sessions information bulletin.
CP
o Women's Residence Hall 0 Men's Residence Hall
o Undergraduate 0 Graduatll 0 Day 0 Evening
Name
Address. .
City

I
I
I

I
I

.
,

, .......................•...
State .. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •

I
I
I'
I
I'
I

I
I

If

visiti/lg student. from which college? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I

._-~~~~---------------------------~--------_.
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From

THE, SPO:RiTS DESK
By JEFF CAMPBElL

As this University .grows 'and prospers, it will naturaNy
find itself involved in many major changes. New buildings' '
will be built, the older ones will experience an alteration of
function in some cases, and in generaL the school's facilities
wiH be improved upon.
At this time, for purposes of discussion, let UlS settle upon '/
the Gymnasium and its role in the growth, present and
future, of Fairfield University.
In the Fairfield University catalogue, dated 1963-1964."
the Gymnasium is cited as having " . . . a special exercise
room and provides facilities for boxing. wrestling. tennis.
volley itaU , calisthenics and general assemblies." No one can
- seriously deny 'the fact that tne gym has facilities for general
assemblies, calisthenics and volley ball. Tennis only. requires'
the net"s being stretched acrbss the floor. but the outdoor
courts lessen the need for indoor tennis to some degree.
However. 'the wrestling and boxing facilities must' be
,located in some secret annex to the gym (perhaps the Bridgeport YMCA). One would imagine that the special exercise
FAIRFIELP'GOLF CLUB pos;s for stag phOtograph~~. From left to right: Bm Cullen, Gary
room is the game room. The game room has proved to be a
L'Hommedieu, Ben O'Connell, Paul Reiss,Ed For-te, Tom Meehan and Dave Stanley.
welcome addition to the gym but there still are no facilitie-s
for weight-lifting (most of those who lifted in the past did
Ifim Cullen' '65, 59 MaIVeIne' .. ,. The complete schedule:- '
it with their own weight), gymnastics (parallel bars, high
Avenue, Malverne; and Douglas
April
bar etc.) or wrestling (mats). Boxing may be a little expenShanley '66, 10 lngrim Drive,
10 , So. 'Conn.
at Shorehaven
, FR. CARR IS COACH
Hicksville. others include: Bob
14 *U. of Htfd.
at Hartford
sive to finance. even just speed bags. but if this is the case.
After a two year layoff, golf 'O'Connell '66, 47 Holyoke Street,' 20' Quinnipiac
at Milibrook
why advertise it?
has returned' to the Fairfield
Quincy; and Gerald Chrisho1m '66"
28 Wesleyan U. at Shorehaven
Those who tried to start a wrestling team last year didn't
campus. Philosophy professor,
6 Grasshopper Lane, North Sci~
May
get very far with their requests for the purchase of mats.
J 'IS
tuate, both from Massachusetts.
6 U. of Bpt.
at Millbrook
Rev. W1'll'lam F • Carr, S••,
Why advertise wrestling facillities?
moderator of the club.
Also James Meehan '66,27 North
11 I&1a College at Millbrook
AlI of these things may be remedied now, but looking
Among the seven opponents of
Christi Street, Bergenfield, New ,15 *Cent. Conn. at N. Britian
ahead, one foresees the Univer-sity outgrowing the gymthis season are Wesleyan, lona, .. JerseJ;.
*Indicates awa a
nasium. Already, the gymnasium must be shared with Fairand traditional rival the Univer- '
field Prep to the constant chagrin of the University student
sity of Bridgeport. Fairfield will
who has tried to play basketball at the wrong hour of the
play its five home games at
day. As the basketball team improves, as it is doing in leaps
either Shorehaven Country Club
(East NorWalk) or Millbrook Golf
and bounds. the gym will be hard put to acoomodate the
Club (Greenwich).
crowds. One Qnly has to look back to the Assumption game
Members of team from Conto see the effect of lack of seating capacity. Even next year.
necticut are: David Stanley '66,
some home games might be scheduled at the' New Haven
40 Rosalie Drive, Bridgeport;
Arena, where all the people who want to see the team can
John Mountain '64, Goodhill Road,
see it. As the school's own enrollment increases. the present
Weston; Paul Reiss' 64, 52 Indian,
gymnasium become's obsolete. The idea of travelling for
_Field Road, Greenwich; John Schthirty minutes to see a home game i,s ridiculous. although it
ead '66,639 Fountain Street, New ,
Haven; Lawrence DeSando '65,'
may be necessary for the time being.
1515 Carter Lane, Southington;'
To get to the point. the time will soon be upon this school
James Johnson '65, 32 Kenneth
to invest .in a real live field house. It will be needed desperStreet, Hartford; Robert Knowles
ately before too long. One only hopes, for the sake of those
'64, 397 Campfield Avenue, Hartwho follow us here that the next gymnasium is functional
ford; Peter Lingua '64, 185 South
as well as' artistic and that ample facilities for all sports w'ill
Colony Street, Wallingford; and
be included in it.
Thomas Callaghan '64, 201 Lewis~

I

. GOLF TEAM'STARTED;

Man,
the
stampede's
on
for

BRASS RINGER

•

FRESHMAN BASKETBALL
STATISTICS

ton Avenue, Willimantic. From
New York come: William L'Hommedieu '66, Erick Court, Cold
Spring Harbor; Thomas Finch '66,
33-21 157 Street, Flushing; Wil-

Go see Kolonel Keds 'fly
with the Bell rocket belt
at the N. Y. World's Fair
Wonderworld Show,

IASEBALL:

h$U~~

plate and caught a fine game
behind the plate. Second baseman
Al Ves'tro contributed two hits to
FRESHMAN STATISTICS
the Stag cause.
1963-64
Errors plagued the Stag nine'
WON
LOST
PCT.
throughout the game as the bat18
4
.8181
men committed eight miscues.
FIELD
FIELD
Seton Hall took advantage of the
NAME
GAMES
GOALS
SHOTS
TOTAL
AVG.
sloppy fielding as they managed'
James Brown
199
22
116
514
23.3
eleven hits as compared to the
Charles Phillips
22
36
201
438
19.9
,)Stags' nine. The Pirates' infield
William Pritz
97
22
62
258
11.7
was very tight as it fielded three
Carl Menendez
22
99
55
253
i1.5
double-plays which killed FairPatrick SCUlly
22
91
29
211
9.5
field's rallies.
Albert Snyder
21
71
30
172
8.1
Right-fielder Paul Morris was
' 5
, Kevin Sullivan
5
7
17
3.4
the bright spot on defense playWilliam Palmer
19
21
19
61
3.2
ing a fine game in the outfield
, Peter OdIum
19
22
3
47
2.4
as he repeatedly caught fly-balls
, Robert Foley
4
4
0
8
2.0
that would normally have dropped
. Paul Carew
16
10
1
21
1.3
in for hits. He made a spectacular diving catch in the midst
'22TeamTotal.s' , 358
1998
~~1'J
90.8
of a Seton Hall rally which startOpponents 1'otal
1636
22
671
294
74.3
ed the Stags' only double play of
the day and ultimately stopped the
Pirate rally. He also made two
, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ brilliant running catches in the
latter part of the contest.
The baseball record follOWing
Saturday's game stands at 0- 2-1.

EARN' $200.00

·FAIRFIELD LAUNDROMAT

AGENT WANTED TO SOLICIT GRDERS
FOR UNIQUE LOW PRICED CHAM·
PAGNE TONE ORCHID CORSAGE FOR
MAY 10th MOTHER'S DAY DELIVERY.
NO INVESTMENT REQUIRED. FREE
SALES KIT. FREE SAMPLES. PROVEN
METHOD NOW USED AT NOTRE
DAME & LEHIGH. FREE DELIVERY
TO RECIPIENT MOTHER. WRITE 1M·
MEDIATELY TO: FLOWER Gin SER·
VICE, 34 WEST 10th ST" N,Y.C.
11 N. Y.

POST ROAD, FAIRFielD
NOW PICKS UP ON WED. AND DELIVERS ON FRIDAY
IN THE MAIL ROOM, CAMPfON ... AlL
THE BEST IN LAUNDERING
WE FOLD 'EM TOO!

Hop to it. meet the new "Brass Ringer," it really gets around. It's
clean and lean. With man·size brass eyelets and wraparound toe
guard. Long on looks. strong on comfort, great on wear. Made of
washable cotton duck in a new smoky white chino, also in white.
Medium width, sizes 5 to 12, 13, 14.
Look for the blue label
Stampede on down to your 'nearest store
and let 'em rustle y' up a Ilair. Ask for
, "Brass Ringer" Keds® today! It's a

«:» .

United States Rubber
Rockefeller Center. New York 20, New York
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THE STAG

STAG NINE SWAMPED BY
SETON, HALL 19-2
-.,

r

De-..s

RUGBY CLUB FALLS
TO COLUMBIA 17-0
On Saturday, April 11, the
Fairfield Rugby team lost its
second game of the season to
Columbia University by a 17-0
score.
Though the score did not mirror
the game accurately, it did mirror
the difference in experience between the two clubs. .
Columbia scored twice in the
j first half and twice in the second
near to the end of the game.
Until halfway through the second
stanza, the Stags still had time to
'pull the' game out of the fire but
just coulan't mount a rally. Earlier in the game, the Stags missed
a penalty kick which would have
put them on the scoreboard with
three points.

SOFTBALL STARTS
THIS WEEK
Fairfield's Intr.amural Softball
season gets under way on Monday,
April 13, Commissioner Jim
White announced. This year, for
..
the first time, the teams will ~
UNIDENTIFIED STAG batter takes a riffle at a Seton Hall offering as Dick Robinson'leads off third
made' up of students living on the
base. stags were victim of sloppy fielding, going down to a 19-2 defeat.
same corridor, each corridor
having a team. Off-campus and
game was the elght errors comhome team- which gave up thrE;
Last Saturday, April 11, Fairday-hop students are also eligible
errors in the first inning. Chris
field was downed by a scrappy . mitted by the Stag nine.
and can play for any c,orridor
Chris Parillo started the game
was charged with only two earned
Seton Hall team on the home
prOViding that they are in the
for
the
Stags
and
gave
up
seven
runs
in
the
first
frame.
field.
same year as that corridor..
runs
in
the
first
inning
coming
In the bottom of the first,
Fairfield ended with nine hits
In Loyola Hall, where the first
on only two hits. The sudden outFairfield bounced back with one
as compared to the Pirates' elevfloor is half Juniors and half
burst
of
runs
was
attributed
to
the
run,
as
outfielder
Michael
Kelley
... The deciding factor in the ball
Sophomores, the Juniors will play
weak fieldiDc on the part of the
doubled to left field. Don Pijar . with Campion 2 and the Sophothen hit to short-stop with the
mores with Gon'zaga 3.
short-stop overthrowing 1st base.
If there are too many students
Bob Batch then singled to right
on a corridor for one team, the
field, driving in Kelley, who had
captain should contact either Jim
taken third on the wild throw.
White or Mr. Madden and two
The second run came in the
teams will be formed~,
bottom of the sixth inning as
All games will start at 4:15
catcher Dick Robinson and second
and will be played next to Cambaseman Al Vestro walked. The
pion. The winners of the league
Pirates' catcher threw to first
will be awarded those coveted
base on a pick-off play but again
Fairfield Sweatshirts, so get gothis throw was into right field.
ing, gang!
Robinson then scooted home for
The captains who have been
the Stags' final run of the ball
announced so far are: Bill Stegame.
wart (Campion 4), Ron Vitalli
Captain Dick Robinson played (Campion 3), Charlie Kenney
an outstanding game. Dick had
(Loyola 2), Jack Craig (Gonzaga
two singles in four trips to the
1), Steve Jaeger (Gonzaga 2),
George Donohue (Gonzaga 3) and .
(See BASEBALL, page 11)
Tom McCloskey (Loyola 3).

-------------

Injuries played adeflnite.part in
.the ruggers' downfall as Dan Gatti
(fullback) and John Swanhaus
(hooker) missed the game with
injuries. These two have been key
men in the stag attack in the past.
The Fairfield club was outweighed by the Lions but the
red serum held its own throughout the game. The real difference
in the game was the experience of
the New Yorkers who time and
again outsmarted the willing
Stags.
In the B game, Fairfield's B
team lost 8-0 to a big Columbia
B squad.
The Stag A and B teams play
next at Holy Cross on April 18th
and will be looking for their first
win of the Spring season.

Stag Top Friers
Monday; APrifl3, was the day
the Stags won their first baseball
game of the season as Fairfield
tripped the Friars of Providence
College behind a brilliant twohit performance by sophomore
pitcher ~aul Baulos.
Captain Dick Robinson opene
the fourth frame with a walk
and came all the way around to
score on the first Stag hit on
second baseman Al Vestro's powerful double over the centerfielder's head in right-center field•
Dick made a fine slide into homeplate 'to avoid the tag by the
catcher. Paul Morris and Bart
Rossi Walked, .filling the bases
and a wild pitch attributed the
second run of the inning as Al
scored on the pitcher's error ~
with the base-runners going to
2nd and 3rd. Charlie Ziegler
singled to center, driving in the
two base-runners.
Sophomore Paul Boulos pitched
a fabulous game going the full
duration and giving up' only two
scratCh, bIooping singles. Defense also sparkled as no errors
were made by superb infield play.
This win marks the first victory
for freshman coach, Mr. Jack
Redway, a 1959 graduate of Fair.
field.

GIVE BLOOD
CHARLIE ZEIGLER grimaces as he strains to beat Seton Hall
infielder's throw. He didn't and Stags went on to lose.

•

•
•

FOR SCHOOL FASHIONS
FOR SPORTS FASHIONS
FOR DRESS FASHIONS

It's
BRIDGEPORT
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